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patrol trains to prevent attacks by insurgents in that vicinity.
Friends of the constitutionalist commander confirmed the report that his
Saltillo residence had but Sacked by
the federals, who carried away furniture and carpets and either destroyed or appropriated a library of 5,000
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COAL men were the

popular chaps in Las
Vegas this morning.
Everybody loved 'em.
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two per cent bonds on which the present currency is based
into
the hill by the conference. Under
this plan $36,000,000 worth of these
bonds will be purchased each year, beginning two years after the system is
placed in operation by the new rebanks from the present nationgional
volume
'
'
i
al banks. On
f
of its holdings
each regional bank may Issue curren-rencDe la Barra in Tokio
The remainder will be refundJ.
THEIR ARMIES ARE BEING AMALonio, Dec. 22. Francisco de la PRESIDENT
ASKS
ARMY
AND EMPLOYES
OF A CANON CITY ADMINISTRATION
DEed in three per cent
LEADERS
bonds DANIEL DE VILLIERS OF SAN AN.
Barra, former provisional president
GAMATED FOR FURTHER
NAVY SECRETARIES
TO TAKE
r
or three per cent
MINE REFUSE TO GO TO
SPAIR
OF PASSING THE
treasury
of Mexico and now special envoy to
TONIO INSTANTLY KILLED
CAMPAIGNING
PROPER ACTION
notes, which the banks must agree U
WORK THIS MORNING
MEASURE TODAY
Japan to thank her for participation
BY ROY L. GLOVER
renew each year for 30 years.
in the Mexican
centennial, arrived
Another senate amendment that was
TO DRIVE OUTTHE FEDERALS here today. He was welcomed at the CRITICISED
HIS
POLICIES VIOLATION
NEW
OBSTACLES
ARISE crushed out in the conference was the GOES TO SLAYER'S
railroad and cheered as he rode to
HOUSE
proposal to guarantee bank deposits.
his hotel in a court carriage. Another
Under the conference agreement.
HUERTA'S SOLDIERS SOON WILL crowd awaited him
AT A RECENT DINNER WILSON'S THE OPERATORS DECLARE THE CHIEF OF THESE
at the hotel.
IS THE LATE- cities
where regional reserve banks WHEN DOOR IS OPENED OWNER
VANISH FROM FOUR LARGE
A elaborate: program has been ar
PHILIPPINE PROGRAM WAS
UNION MEN HAVE BROKEN
NESS OF ARRIVAL OF CONare
to
be located will be selected by
FIRES BULLET INTO MAN'S
STATES
ranged ror de Ja Barra's entertainSATIRIZED
THEIR AGREEMENT
FERENCE REPORT
the secretary of the treasury, the secment. The emperor is to give a banBODY
retary of agriculture and comptroller
quet in his honor on Christmas day.
of the currency.
GENERAL
MERCADO
FLEES
A group of agitators and members WHAT 00 THEYHQLD SACRED? PRISONERS A!1E
NO
FAVORITISM
TO OCCUR
REIINQIJISHED
When telegrams favoring Seattle
MATRIMONIAL
of pariament met this evening and
were
to
the
senate
presented
today1
a
resolution expressing regret
COMMANDER At OJINAGA FEARS passed
that no members of the Japanese cab- EXECUTIVE SAYS THEY SHOULD MILITARY AUTHORITIES TURN VARIOUS CITIES DESIRING RE- - by Senator Poindexler, Senator Bur DEAD MAN CLAIMEN THE
THAT HE WILL BE PUT
WOMAN)
ton declared that the organization
BE REMINDED OF THEIR
inet had gone to the railroad station
SUSPECTS
GIONAL BANKS WILL HAVE
OVER TO THE
NEVER
HAD
BEEN
H
DIVORCED
TO DEATH
committee
be
should
to receive de la Barra. The same
entirely free
SWORN DUTY
NO AID FROM SOLONS
CIVIL AUTHORITIES
from outside interference In determinFROM HIM
- group is making arrangements for a
were
where
to be locatthe banks
ing
Chihuahua, Mexico, Dec. 22. Rebel mass meeting and lantern procession
Washington, Dec. 22. President
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 22. Coal min
Washington, Deo. 22. Although ad- ed. If it were practical, he said, concontrol of telegraph and railroad com- in honor of the visitor.- - The news Wilson
Los Angeles, Calfi, Dec. 22. Daniel
today made public a letter ad ing operations at the property of the ministration leaders dn congress bent gress should pass a resolution that no De
munication south and west of Chihua- papers devote much space to de la dressed to
Villiers of San Antonio, Texas, was
Secretaries Garrison and Royal Gorge Coa company of Canon every effort for a speedy approval senator or
representative should use "shot and killed late last
hua today had reached a point where Barra's arrival and reception.
night by Roy
Daniels, respectively, requesting that uty are at a standstill because of of the currency bill today that it his influence with the
organization L. Glover, a wealthy land
Ueneral Villa believed he would be
'a very serious reprimand'.' be admin a
agent, "who
be
hurried
to
the
might
White
House
between
the
committee.
and
controversy
miners
The
conference
voted
to came here two months
Castro Succeeds Mercado
safe from any attack by the federal
with tha
ago
istered to those army and navy offi- officials',
for
bePresident
Wilson's signature
leavo Alaska out of the new system. mother
according to Information re
Presidio, Tex., Dec. 22. United cers who
troops remaining In the north. As
of De Villiersi two .thildren.
in
recent
participated
the
fore
of
a
series
ceived
here
night,
local
delays develop
The provision for thg refunding of The
today by
operators.
the citiea in the rebel territory are States troops patrolling the border dinner of the
shooting occurred in the dporyard
Military Order of the The Royal Gorge company entered in ed to hamper their progress.
the government two per cent bonds of the Glover
opened to communication General were watching today for General Sal- Carabao at which the administration's
home, where Dr. Villiers
a
to
contract
with
Printed copies of the conference re and the retirement of the present na- called in an
the United Mine
Villa believes the rebel forces are vador Mercado, deposed commander
effort to see his forme?
Philippine and other policies were Workers two weeks after the Colorado port were made late coming from the tional currency is as fbllowB:
wife. Glover, who is in jail charged
becoming more' closely united and that of the Mexican federal troops, who satirized. The letter follows:
was
strike
called and has been in printers, and the parliamentary situNational banks may make applica- with
soon the Btates of Sonora, Sinaloa, was reported' to have crossed to the
murder, says he shot In
"The officers who were responsible mil
operation since then. The miners ation In both the house and senate tion to the treasurer of the United
Durango and Chihuahua will be free American Bide from Ojinaga, possibly for the program of the
are
evening
walked out following a dispute over seemed to favor delay.
Democrats States to have their bonds sold at par
with a view to making his way to
of federal control.
The tragedy revolved about the wocertainly deserving of a very serious the wages, of one ot their number and in both houses were
prepared, how and accrued interest. The treasurer man in the case, who was known as
Although 4,000 federals at Ojinaga, Mexico City. It was not believed reprimand, which I
die because of
hereby
request
this, tiii operators charge ever, to ask for speedy approval of will prepare a list of all such appli- Mrs. Glover, but who, De Villiers
on the border, were reported to be Mercado would be arrested should he
ia
administered; and I cannot rid myself
the disputed points agreed on by cations and furnish it to the federal
preparing for action General Villa be- be found in this country, as he was of a feeling of great disappointment violation of the contract. The mine
said to have declared, was still hisi
house
senate
and
65
conferees
with
coal
comreserve
The
the
hoard.
employs
to
diggers.
latter
said
have
lieved that they would be unable to
may
traveled as a civilian.
wife. Mrs. De Vil'.lers-GIove- r
that the body of officers assembled at No action has been
would
taken by the hope of getting the bill out of the pel the regional reserve tanks to pur- make
General Francisco Castro, who suc- the dinner
do more than destroy the railroads
only a brief statement in which
should have greeted the district
in
time
for
President
way
Wilson
to
r
chase
a
sheriffs
more
not
of
ceeded
total
of
Las
attorneys
in a campaign of guerilla warfare.
annually
Mercado, did not cross the
she said she was the daughter of a
carrying out of such a program with Animas or Huerfano counties relative leave for 1iis Christmas vacation in than $25,000,000 of these bonds.
Villa Baid Chihuahua was too well river from here until he had paved
New York broker, that her maiden
indifference to the fact that
apparent
,
to letter issued Fiiduy night by Gen- Mississippi tomorrow.
a aaripa tf flnnfai.
tlla wav thrnnp-tThe purchase money for the bonds name was
fortified to fear an attack. The
v.- "- lt
some of tJ)e mogt dignify
Campbell sad that she Vud:
Vi0latej
.
o
,i. uenerai .pascuai urozco
It was o'clock before unanimous will go to the treasurer, who will pay held the woman's
eral John Chase ai which he stated
wun
that General Mercado had fled
and sacred traditions of the service.
golf championship
consent
was
that the military aithorities had comacross the border was regarded hern through intermediaries. It was not
given in the house to it to the banks selling the bonds, first in New Jersey in 1904. She also saM
TJ am told that the
other
take
the
to
their
conference
cover
as the beginning of the breaking up known that he had been in Presidio amusements of the songs and
the
value
At
investigations
and
of
up
that
pleted
report.
deducting enough
she had been the wife of De Villler-;- .
evening were inthat hour the report had not been all of the bank notes still outstanding. but was divorced
until he had crossed the border.
of the federal troops.
tended and regarded as 'fun.' What all military prisoners should be turn
and had marries
This city, next to Monterey, the
are we to think of officers of the army ed over to tha civ t authorities at the presented, and the leaders expected The regional reserve banks that pur- Glover in October.
most important in the north, Is a
Federals Claim Victory
the county at least two or three hours' debate chase the bonds will be permitted to
and navy of the United Stales who earliest, convenij;" i
Charles Spielman, a messenger boy
Mexico City, Dec. 22. Federal suc
scene of desolation, occasioned by its
: r'l is stjill be- when, it did- come in. As the house take out an amount of new currency by whom De Villiers sought
think lit Is 'fun' to 'bring their official .officers.,. A-- juij'
to Be:
eiual to, the par valueiOf the bonds,
long siege and subsequent sacking by cesses at Tepic and Mazatlan, on the superiors Into ridicule and the poli- ing maintained t,i cue city jail hefe mast fir at dteptte
note'tfe) Mrs. D Villiers Glover, ft
ance
iu
senate
the
was
not
Pacific
coast
of Mexico, are reported cies of the
Louis Zancanelll and Mario Zenl are
the rebels. No other large city In
expected or they hay secure one-- eat gold notes the only- - witness to th
government which they
tragedy. T...
in official advices received here toMexico Is more destitute.
of the United States for half the va note he carried wa
are sworn to serve with unquestion- being held In connection with the Bel before late in the day.
addressed to "M;
Other
The etores, now sealed up against day.
cher killing.
delays connected with the rou lue of the bonds and three per cent De Villiers." Glover met
ing loyalty, into contempt? If this
the messen
The rebels are said to have been is
The two platoons of the First field tine work of preparing the report in
further looting,' are almost empty.
bonds for the balance.
their idea of fun, what is their idea
at the door and refused to reger
The litter In the streets betrays the severely punished In a fight with the of
Colorado. National Guard, its final form for submission to the
If the latter method is adopted, the ceived it.
to De
duty? If they do not hold their artillery,
Spielman
haste with which the federals took federal troops 80 miles from Tepic, loyalty above all
about 40 officers and men, house further upheld the plans of the regional bank can be compelled to re- Villiers, who then wentreported
numbering
effervescences
to the Glover
silly
r
leaders and
what they could carry before they the .capital of the territory of the of childish wit what Is
gold notes each .residence
there about were today relieved from further duty and senate at 3:30 p. m., the house purchase
accompanied by the mesboth were marking year for 30 years. The one-yein connection with the coal strike, and
notes
fled, and also the (..eagerness with same name, while the federal forces, their profession that
hold
the door was opening,
When
senger.
they
which the rebels entered the shops which had been besieged at Mazatlan eacred?
left this afternoon, with their equip time with the intention of staying in would bear three per cent Interest.
to Spielman, De Villiers
according
asthe7
billswas
for
to
are
session
the
'banks
have
to obtain what was left of food and
said
until
ment for Denver. The artillerymen
many weeks,
disposed of. The period within which
"My purpose, therefore, In adminisleaped upon Glover shouting:
sumed the aggressive and to be forcclothing.
this reprimand is to recall the were accompanied to the station by Prospects for a long night session shall shift their reserve from the
"You broke np my home."
tering
The streets have been plastered ing the rebels back toward Culiacan, men who are
banks in central reserve or"5reserve
for this the mlltary band and the cavalry and seemed bright
Glover drew on automatic pistol,
responsible
The currency bill In its final form cities was extended by the conference
with notices that crimes, ordinarily capital of the state of Sinaloa.
lowering of standards to their ideals; infantry forces stationed here. They
Spielman
said, and three shots Vtera
considered trivial, will be punished
r
limit of fired while the men
to remind them of the high conscience have been on strike duty since No- was reported to both houses of con- committee from the
grappled. Da
Italian Minister Arrives
with, execution. General Villa, who
gress today to be writteninto law. the senate bill to a three-yea- r
limit. Villiers died in a few minutes.
with which they ought to put duty vember 1.
After,
Vera Cruz, Dec. 22. Senor Cambi-ago- above
can neither read nor write, exercises
The members of the conference comTo Guarantee Deposits
ward another pistol, undischarged,
personal indulgence and to
the newly appointed Italian min- think of themselves
all the functions of government from
The elimination of the federal guar was found beside
mittee, which labored until dawn this
as responsible
the dead man's body.
ister to Mexico, arrived here today men and trusted soldiers, even,vWh!le COUNTY OFFICERS TO
the state capltol.
morning threshing out the differences antee of bank deposits from the new
after his arrest. Glover
Immediately
on the steamship Corcovodo and will
between the two houses, presented a currency bill Is to be followed soon retained Le
they are amusing themselves as dinerCompte Davis aa counsel.
leave for Mexico City tonight.
Railway Service Resumed
perfected measure which followed by the introduction of a separate bill Davi3 said
s-out.
Sincerely yours,
TRIED
IN
BE
that Do Villiers had
today
MUCH
Ilermosillo, Sonora, Mex., Dec. 22.
clostly the lines laid down by Presi- to establish such, a guarantee. Chair- made an attempt
(Signed) "WOODROW WILSON."
early yesterday to
Communications by rail and teledent Wilson In his demands for cur- man Owen of the senate banking comin communication with Mrs. Glovget
mittee expects to introduce lt early er. He sent
reform.
graph have been practically restored SUFFRAGETTES ARE ARRESTED
CLERK AND COMMISSIONERS
OF rency
her his ring, which was
A general desire among legislators next month.
Cheltenham, England, Dec 22.
throughout northwestern Mexico, acWHITMAN IS PERSISTENT
TORRANCE COUNTY ARE ACreturned
with
the message that "Mrs.
to get away from Washington for the
cording to an announcement made to- - "Miss Red" and "Miss Black," two
'
New York, Dec. 22 Notwithstand
Glover did not care to see Mr. Da
CUSED
of
a
'militant suffragette
Christmas holidays resulted in a promembers of
day by Ignaclo BonilJaSj secretary
Villiers."
ing Governor Glynn's refusal to ap
HEINK WANTS DIVORCE
communication in General Carranza's "arson squad," who had eluded the
gram' calculated by democratic leaders
a
him
M
One of De Villiers main objects in
N.
22.
Santa
Dec.
Acasia
attorney
point
special
deputy
Fe,
22.
Suit
divorce
on
were
for
Chicago., pec.
many occasions,
provisional cabinet. This is assisting police
District Attorney Whitman Gallegos, county clerk, and Lorenzo to place the bill before the president
to Los Angeles was to see hla
general,
coming
for his signature tonight and to clear was filed here today by Madame Ermaterially the constiutionalists' cam- brought up in police court here today proposes to continue unremittingly his
two children, David, agnd 4, ami MarCruz Sanchez and Libra-dJuan
Zamora,
,
Sehumann-Hetnknestine
the opera
the way for an immediate recess.
paign by putting the various insurgent on a charge of setting fire yesterday investigation of alleged graft in the
Valencia, commissioners of Torgaret, aged 6.
leaders in close touch with the gen- to Alstone Lawn, a large mansion on state
The
on practically singer, against her husband, William
conferees
agreed
state
a
ofIn
De Villiers is said to have boon a
rance county, were suspended from
highway
department.
Desertion is the charge. They
the outskirts of this city.
eral headquarters here.
ment issued this afternoon, the dis- - fice late Saturday night by Judge Co- all of the fundamentals of the meas Rapp.
were married here in May, 1905, and prominent commander on the Boer
The two, who have been
Coast Ports are Tottering
tric attorney said the plan of holding lin Neblett of Silver City, sitting for ure as It passed the senate, including
the singer since has made Chicago side during the South African war.
for police purposes because
Telegraph lines have been restored
contractors for Judge E. L. Medler, pending the trial the provision that not less than eight
up
highway
their
reveal
Chito
her
residence. Rapp deserted her two
refused
names, contributions to
In the states of Sinaloa, Sonora,
nor more than 12 regional banks should
they
the state democratic of presentments against them alleging
Once Tried for Conspiracy
be created. The reserve requirements years ago, she alleges. They had no
huahua and Durango, which comp'risa were seen in the neighborhood of the committee was
mapped incompetency and neglect of duty. The
El
"presumably
Texas, Dec. 2. Daniel Da
Paso,
When
burned
arrested
their
building.
a section in northwestern Mexico
out in New York City," and that the cases will he tried at Carrizozo In for banks entering the system, which children.
Villiers, killed at Los Angeles last
differenand
about S00 miles long and about hoo stockings were found to be soared evidence thus far shows that the funds
had been slightly lot down by the
Temperamental
family
March. Under the law the governor
ces are said to fcove estranged the night, was arrested herein May, 3 '11 1,
miles wide. In this territory the fed- with kerosene which had overflowed collected "were all
In the appoints their successors, but no ac- senate, were strengthened in confer
deposited
Madame Schumann-Heinhad with "Billy" Dunn, another San An Ioerals hold only the coast towns of from the cans they had emptied on
of New York to the credit of tion had beea taken up to noon today. ence by an amendment allowing the Rapps.
county
on a charge of plotting to bava
mansion.
They
use of the present hank notes, the pro- eight children by her two former mar- nian,
Cuaymas, on the gulf of California, the woodwork of the
the organization which apparently auI. Madero killed.
Francisco
The arin
enclosure
the
ocean.
appeared
prisoners'
and Mazatlan, on the Pacific
posed new federal reserve notes in riages.
of the collecthorized
the
activities
were
rests
made on complaint cf 1.
rewere
d
Constitutionalist officials assert that barefooted. The accused'
reserves
bank
"but.
stricken
being
tor."
J. Viljoen, a Boer war veteran, wtia
The last
only the presence of two federal gun-- ' manded for further examination.
struggle of
was military adviser to Madero.
BIG COAL SUIT
IN
TODAY
CONGRESS.
boats on the coast has prevented the
the conference was over the provision
22. A suit inDec.
Viljoen charged that Dunn and r
Trinidad,
Col.,
received from the administration that
capture of these ports.
CHRISTMAS FOR BLUEJACKETS
Villiers had offered Fascual Orozco,
to
the
thousand
several
title
volving
KILLS
NATIVES
ERUPTION
that
announced
the comptroller of the currency should
New York, Dec. 22. The five thou,
Secretary Bonillas
Washington, Dec. 22. Senate: Met be given a place on the federal reserve acres of valuable coal land situated a Madero commander, a big sum f
Paris, Dec. 22. Fresh eruptions sand officers and men aboard the four
within a few days telegraphic comnear the Colorado-NeMexico line money to kill Madero, who had Jast.
;
munication will be restored between have caused further destruction of United States battleships now in port at noon.
board which will control the new sys
court deserted the Diaz troops at Juarez ana
was
instituted
in
district
on
Conference report
the administra- tem.
today
border life among the natives of the Island are looking forward to a merry ChristNogales on the Arizona-Sonor- a
'
had become the new dictator of MexM.
Wootten
John
the
J.
bill
tion
taken
against
by
for
apNew
Hebrides
in
the
currency
up
group, mas. The (battleships are the Utah,
of Ambrin
and Juarez, on the
The senate conferees were evenlyico, Both, men were acquitted b?to
owned
and
Fuel
Land
by
company,
divided on this proposition, three sen
border, by way of Torreon, 700 miles according to a report received here at Florida and Arkansas and the flag- proval.
several
interests.
months later.
the
J,
at
Met
noon.
Morgan
House:
Pierpont
marine
from
south of the International line. Al- the French ministry of
ators joining with the house members
ship Wyoming. Nearly $200,000 has
a
or
Raton
Mountain,
Fisher's
Peak
on
Conference
the
adminis
report
French
bethe
of
border
gunboat
the
lines
out
the captain
to the officers and
been dealt
telegraph
ready
of the committee in shaping the adtween Ilermosillo and Chihuahua City Kersaint, on his arrival at Noumea, men by the paymasters and from this tration currency bill taken up for ap- ministration contention. It was near- historic landmark of the Southwest is
WANT FEDERAL OWNERS!
located on the disputed territory. All
have been put in1 working order.
New Caledonia.
huge sum the men are making liberal proval.
ly daylight when a single shifting vote of
Dec 22.Govrr
Washington.
a
of
was
land
the
part
formerly
Representative Moore of Pennsylva- brought, the conference to a close.
Carranza's House Sacked
for the Christmas
Dip Point, on the western coast of fcontjributlonlB
of tha nation's ttfr
the
and
ownership
the
Maxwell
.dispute
grant,
affairs
nia
to
committee
beneath
buried
foreign
General Carranza received from his the island, has been
urged
The conference accepted the senspreads. Six and eight course menus
is oveiMhe location of boundary lines. lines would' cost lens than pM.fi
home at Saltillo, Coahuila, news that a heavy fall cinders and many of its will be the order for the Christmas seek official information of alleged dis- ate amendment increasing the gold
and would present no ftmii.T r
in
Jews
local
Two
crimination
Roumanla.
against
his three slBters, Ursula, Hermelda Inhabitants are missing.
dinners aboard the whips. In the
behind the new notes to he ist'es of fi i ,m ir t' in dUI tha i
and Mariana de Carranza, had been steamers rescued 1,300 natives. No meantime the blueac&ets are enoying
sued from thirty-thre- e
and a third ppr
CONGRESSMAN FEPPER CZiD
C !
a, T (.pIV- -l ' O Lfis t r
forced" to ride upon a federal troop Europeans or Americans have been liberal shore leave.' During the enEMPEROR MENELiK DEAD
cent, as fixed in the house, to 40 per
Clinton. Ia., Dec. 22. Congrrn n InJ i '! Co r
turiaj- jtl
train. This followed previous reports killed or in.iured.
tire week all but absolutely necessary
Addis Abcda. Abyssinia, Dec. 22.
cent with a graduated tax on deple- I. S. Pcpner of the Second I m C
.
'.
( f
r
'
that federals had cojnpelled the wives Earlier dispatches estimated the work will be dispensed with on the It was officially announced Today that tion, ss arranged in the senate.
' , n i
'
died heer early today.
,
v
r.
irict,
j
r:;(i
tf constitutionalist officers to ride on loss of life among the native at 500. ships.
the ICroperor Menelik is dead.
A compromise plan for retiring the
1
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triet, did here early (oi;iy.
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supervisor, who went personally to the city December 10 she had no opporf'he error.
hospital and! remained without pay tunity to correct
As
the
for
charge made the Crab- until the removal of the couple to the
trees
the hospital board
for
board,
and
Dr.
McClanahan
asylum. Until
Dr. Crail arrived, after both patients knew nothing of that or any other
had been, without any explanation, charge. The charge of 12 included
care day and night, medicarried into the hospital, no one con- all services,
many hypodermics and
cines,
including
nected with the institution had any
Fifteen
regular meals were
supplies.
Information whatever about the case.
so many extra
were
and
there
served
Then Miss Flynn was informed that
so much disand
and
lunches
meals
these patients were able to pay for
the cook
confusion
that
turbance
and
IT WAS NEVER INFORMED THAT the services rendered. Miss Flynn is
to leave.
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handed The Optic this morning "by two patients were in a hysterical con-- j and. her peril was Increased by the
Dibtrict Attorney Charles W. G. Ward: dition from the altitude or some other j presence of tlie insane patients. During the time the Crabtrees were at
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SALE FOR CASH ONLY

too entirely iMuT".iio give a thought and Wednesday. The Play takes place
to tile financial sloe, united in dealing between the hours of 1 and 6 in the
with the most difficult imposition that afternoon, and 8 and 10 in the evenhas ever been placed upon the
ing on the days of the tournament
The intercollegiate cup, presented by
B. A. Caswell, will be held one year
by the winning team. In order to
Not Beyond Help at 87
g
bladder weakness, gain permanent possession of the
stiffness In joints, weak, inactive kid- trophy, however, a team must win it
ney action and rheumatic pains, are for ten successive years. Of the
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
twenty-on- e
tournaments held thus far
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. walnut St, Taunton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my Harvard has wone nine, Columbia
87th birthday, and thought 1 was be- nine, Yale one, Princeton
one,' and the
Sleep-disturbin-

yond the reach pf medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most beneficial in my case. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Crass Drug Store. Adv.
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-
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ONE HALF OFF

ALF OFE

OLLS ONE THIRD OFF
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Everything in Women's Suits, Coats,
Dresses, Waists and Children's Coats
and all Millinery.

Everything in Men's Suits, Overcoats,
Pants and Children's and Boy's

ONE

'
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BOSTON TAR BABY DECISIVELY
BEATS HOBOKEN COLORED
BATTLER IN PARIS

Paris, Dec. 22. Sram Langford, the
negro heavyweight pugilist of Boston,
was awarded the decision on points
over Joe Jeannette of Hoboken, N. J.,
contest held
at the end of a
here Saturday night. The bout was
considered in France to be for the
heavyweight championship of the
world.
forced
the fighting
Langford
Jeannette
throughout the battle.
took a count of nine three times in
the thirteenth round and at the end
of the twentieth round was barely
able to stand. In the twelfth, fif
teenth and nineteenth rounds Jeannette landed hard blows on his oppon
ent, hut they were Ineffectual. Jean- nette's gameness frequently brought
cheers from the spectators.
Lame hack may come
work, cold settled In the
the back, or from disease.
former cases the right

from overmuscles of
In the two
remedy Is
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
Bhould he rubbed in thoroughly over
the affected part, the relief will he
prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c.
BOo and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
COLLEGE CHESS TEAMS
New York, Dec. 22. The

MEET
twenty-secon-

d

annual intercollegiate four- hoard
chess tournament, in which
Harvard, Yale, Princeton and Colum
bia universities are represented, was
opened at the Murray Hill hotel today
and will be continued over tomorrow

years in Chicago. He went to the
Santa Fe from the Chicago and Northwestern railway about 22 years ago.
For many years the Santa Fe paid
Its advertising bills with the country
A
newspapers in transportation. Colonel
Savage was in close touch with all
the newspaper men of the state. He
knew every one of them by their intimate titles and was by far the best
known railway official of his day. He
won and held a host of friends. A NEARLY 700 PACKAGES ARRIVED
close student of newspaper writing,
YESTERDAY
FOR THE EAST
other was a tie between Harvard and
and makeup, he was of imadvertising
LAS VEGAS OFFICE
'
Yale.
mense value to the Santa Fe.
Colonel Savage is survived by his
Nearly 700 Christmas packages were
PICTURE
MEN ORGANIZE
wife and son Roger.
received at the postoffice yesterday,
Dec.
22.
Portland, Ore.,
Proprietors
for distribution here. The carrier
of moving picture theaters throughout
who carries the mail from the depot
this
ia
Oregon gathered
city today
to
the poBtofflce was forced to make
THIS
THE
IS
SHORTEST
for a two days' convention, the chief
two trips with his large wagon, afttr
which
of
to
is
state
purpose
perfect a
the arrival of
The
organization for the protection of
DAY IN ENTIRE YEAR Old Town officeeach mail train. busialso did a, big
their mutual interests. A feature of
ness.
the convention will be a banquet, to
Business Is decidedly heavy, in and
which Governor West and other nota- ONLY A LITTLE
OVER
NINE out.
Today at the postoffice, as ia
bles have been Invited.
HOURS OF SUNLIGHT; FIRST
every Monday before Christmas, the
DAY OF WINTER
business was unusually heavy, the
clerka
being worked until their eyes
ADVERTISING AGENT .
Today was the shortest day In the
grew dim and their faces wrinkled.
year. Doubtless Bome people noticed
In order to make
delivery of
FOR SANTA FE DEAD this fact, while there are many others the packages, Orrln faster
Blood, assistant
who did not. However, according to
the officials of the weather depart- postmaster, this morning pushed his
automobile out through the snow, loadment
and all the editors of the almaS.
F.
KNOWN
SAVAGE, WELL
ed It at the postoffice and started out
nacs, the sun rose this morning at
HERE, PASSED AWAY IN
and delivering
7:07 o'clock and set this afternoon at fighting the snow
SATURDAY 'i
Christmas
Had Mr. Blood
packages.
4:50 o'clock, 9 hours and 43 minutes
donned a Santa Claus uniform ha
of
daylight.
Colonel F. S. Savage, advertising
This day also marks the official would have been greeted as the real
agent of the parent line of the Atchithing by all the kids in the city. The
son, Topeka & Santa Fe railway, died opening of winter. Las Vegas cele- automobile was loaded
each time a
at the Santa Fe hospital in this city brated this season appropriately, last
was made and on account of the
trip
the
night being
first occasion on snow
at noon today, after a lingering
the delivery was rather slow.
of several months, says Satur which the thermometer lias dropped
Postmaster F. O. Blood expects a
zero.
below
day's Topeka Journal. In his death,
The shopping people of the city' wonderful business during the next
the old newspaper fraternity of the
few days. . The method used at the
state loses Its best known and most doubtless noticed the shortness of office is to
keep steadily at worV and
the day, being forced lo wend their
popular railway friend.
the packages all will be delivered in
homeward
darkness
way
this
through
Colonel
has
been
ill
for
Savage
The light company benefit- ample time.
many months.. His first visit to the evening.
All over the United States the same
ed considerably.
business
Many
Santa Fe hospital was only for . a
of business is being experienced,
rush
bouses
their
4:15
lighted
lamps about
short period. He returned to his ofand
of the postmasters
many
find
fice and improved In health. Later o'clock.
trouble in making delivery of the big
he was ordered back to the hospital
inrush of mall. Postmaster Blood deovertook him today.
and death
A Danger Signal
serves praise for the excellent manHoarseness in a child that !s sub- ner in which he Is
Eright's disease was the direct cause
tha
handling
of his death.
ject to croup is a sure sign of an ap- Christmas rush.
Colonel Savage has been advertising proaching attack. Give Chamherlaln's
agent of the Santa Fe proper for 15 Cough Remedy as eoon as the child
To Cure a Cold In One Day
years. He was a man of about 50 years becomes hoarse and the attack may
of a:?e, apparently In the best of be warded off. For sale by all deal- Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININH
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
health, always in the best of spirits, ers. Adv.
It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigand a veteran In efficiency and knowl
It ia estimated that the loss due to nature 13 on each box. 25c.
edge of the railroad advertising policies. Before coming to Topeka be the recent great strike
in Dublin
was with, the Santa Fe for seven amounted to $60,000 a' day.
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Victrolas, graphanolas and Edison machines together with records is reTO
ported. Clothiers says that the bek
ter grade of suits and overcoats that
are in most demand. The sale of
DAY FOR
clothing has been somewhat heavier
than that in furnishings due to cold
weather and to general sales at two
or three stores where prices were cut
materially.
Some Interesting Figures
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night.
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it was proposed, among other things, course in engineering.
to erect a great hall for the meeting The plans for the ideal city, copies A largo audience is expected tonight.
The Best Medicine I Ever Used"
of the convention. But the question of which Mr. Andersen presented to
"Chamberlain's Tabtets is the nest
Prevent
That
of accommodating several thousand the king, are work of Ernest Hebrard,
Sleep
Coughs
If
and
archi
40
other
are
assisted
difficult
wearing
most
These
by
of Paris,
medicine I ever used for constipation,
coughs
Toreign delegates is the
on," can run one down biliousness and headache," writes
to solve. From 1,500 to 2,000 dele- tects who have reduced to precision they "hang and
lower the vital resisphysiecally
gates are expected fom the United Mr. Andersen's conceptions. Having tance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson Mrs. A. W. Milne, St. George, ijtah.
These tablets are very effectual, easy
States, and owing to the scarcity of approved of the general idea, the king 319 Pine St, Green Bay, Wise, writes:
with a bad and pleasant to take. For sale by all
liotels in Tokio the problem of lodging talked of the possibility of realizin "I was greatly troubledawake
nights dealers. Adv.
cough that kept me
the visitors is perplexing. It is esti- the design. Mr. Andersen explained Two
of Foley's Honey
small
bottles
concern
mated that the existing foreign hotels that he was not immediately
and Tar Compound completely cured
would take care of about a thousand, ed with the economic aspects of the me." O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug
CHRISTMAS BUSINESS
Store. Adv.

BRIGAND BAND

BE BROKEN UP

in

n

hut as the convention meeta in June
many of these accommodations will
have been taken by tourists. The suggestion, therefore, has been made that
residents of Tokio possessing foreign
style houses should help out the general committee by placing one or two
rooms at Its disposal for the use of
delegates.

subject, that these were being worked
out by technical experts who would
be able to present a complete financial scheme in 1916.
King Albert expressed his appreciation of the advantages to all nations
of a city in which all should have a
part, and which would draw all nations into more practical and harmoncities
ious relations. While other
have grown without design, with some
fine and beautiful things amid much
that is mean and ugly, this city would
be built according to a coherent plan
and beautified by all that science and
art could bestow. The king believed
that not only was the vision a splendid one, but that it was capable of
realization.
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Round (rip tickets will be on sale to all stations on the
in New Mexico and Colorado on December 23, 24, 25, 31, 1913 and January 1, 1914. Final
limit on all tickets January 5, 1914.
A. T. & S. F. Railway
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DUNCAN AND BROWNE

Testimonial From
High Authority

REMEMBER

PATRONS

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS IN FORM
OF ADMISSION TICKETS ARE
GIVEN AWAY
.

Mrs. Wilson of Nashville, Term.,
is famed the world over for
her wonderfully delicious cakes.
They are shipped to all parts
of the Globe for special affairs
where the best of Cakes are
demanded.

This year, as in former years,
Mrs. Wilson enjoys the distinction of making the President's
Christmas Cake, using Calumet
Baking Powder.
Mrs. Wilson's Baking Motto is:
"To have complete success with
no failures, care should be used
in selection of Baking Powder."
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Tonight and Tuesday night a the
Photoplay theater Invitatons will bo
given all the patrons of the Duncan
and Browne theaters to attend a show
free during the holidays. These in
vitations are the annual Christmas
gift of Managers Duncan and Browne
to their patrons, this being the third
year that they have followed such a
policy.

The invitations will be taken up at
the doors of the theaters and are good
for one admission at any performance
from Friday, December 26 until Wednesday, December 31. The invitation
reads as follows:
In appreciation of your past patron
age, we cordially invito you to attend
any one matinee or night, beginning
,
ana
Friday, December twenty-sixththirty-firs- t,
December
ending Wednesday,
nineteen hundred and thirteen.
Photoplay or Browne theaters.
Wishing you a Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year.
DUNCAN AND BROWNE.

Some little time ago I made a careful study and investigation of the
baking powder subject and I feel fully repaid. I am firmly convinced
from the results I have received that there is no baking powder to
equal Calumet for wholesomeness and economy, and I also recommend
Calumet Baking Powder for its never failing results.
December 9, 1913.
Mrs. Betty Lyler Wilson.
Calumet also received the Highest Award at ike World's Pure Food
Exposition, Chicago and Paris, Franco, 1912.

a can of Calumet Baking Powder at once, and use
it in your Holiday Bakings, making your Christmas Cakes
as good as the President's.
Buy

This Invitation will be taken up at
the door.
The Man Who Neglects Himself
When his condition point to kidney
trouble takes an unwise risk. Backache, pain and soreness over the kidneys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
will dissleep, are all symptoms that
appear with the regular use of Foley
Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
and bladder in a clean, strong and
healthy condition. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Cioss Drug Store. Adv.

..... ?
Watrous, N, M
Wagon Mound, N. M
Springer, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
Trinidad, Colo.
La Junta, Colo

1.10

Ribera, N. M

2.40
3.80
5.95
7.00
9.70

Lamy, N. M
Santa Fe, N. M
Albuquerque, N. M
Clovis, N. M
Roswell, N. M
Portales, N. M
Texico, N. M
Gallup, N. M

f

12.15

Holly, Colo.
Pueblo, Colo
Colorado Springs,
Denver, Colo.

10.G5

Colo...

12.00

..

14.20
El Paso, Tex.
INTERMEDIATE POINTS AT SAME RATIO,

$ 1.60
3.50
4.50
7.10
17.95
23.75
18.95
17.95
15.55
20.35

In addition to the above dates tickets will be on sale December
19th, 20th, 1913, to all stations on the A. T. and S. F. in New Mexico
at the same rates to teachers and students on presentation of certificates signed by officer In charge of school.

7m D. L. BATCHELORf
AGENT

is a dancing couple, a prairie schooner, a woman with basket under arm
on the way to market, and many
other
toys. The electrical and steam toys particularly appeal to the boys. The "misto erector"
which makes an engineer of a boy
and enables him to build miniature
bridges, buildings, flying machines
that will fly, and autos that will run,
might be termed the real toy "hit"
of the season. The mlrrorscopes,
which enable a child to throw a pic
ture on a screen also popular. For
the-girthere are dolls in great
variety and they range in price this
season up to $25. The new
kind are the best sellers.
g

ls

Gas in the stomacn comes from food
which has fermented!. Get rid of this
badly digested food as quickly as pos
sible If you would avoid a bilious attack; HERBINB Is the remedy you
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
stomach, liver and bowels, and restores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
PITTSBURGH

DOG

Pittsburgh, Dec.

bench show under the auspices of the
Associated Specialty Clubs of Pittsburgh opened in the old city hall today and will be continued over tomorrow. In the variety and high quality
of the entries the show has never
been equalled In this city. Among
the classes that are particularly well
filled are the collies, bulldogs and
Boston terriers. The toy spanlela
and other of the small varieties of the
canine kingdom also are well repre
sented. The judging of exhibits and
award of prizes began thisx morning
and will be continued until the show
closes - tomorrow night

TEXAS.
GEORGETOWN,
J. A.
Kimbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound haa
been my household remedy for ali
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It
has given permanent relief in a number of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no oriates. Refusa
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Wanted Good, clean rags.
SHOW OPENS
The annual per pound.
Optic Office.
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KEEPS STORES BUSY
SATURDAY WAS A BIG DAY, BUT
TODAY HAD ITS RECORDS
BEAT A CITY BLOCK

Christmas shopping in Las Vegas is
in full swing!
Due to unseasonably warm weather
the latter part of Nevember and the
fore part of December it was difficult
for people to realize that Christmas
was near at hand. Consequently there
was an unusually heavy rush at the
stores last week, and today broke all
records. Many of the merchants report a substantial gain In volume of
business transacted over the corresponding period of last year, and this
gain, it should be mentioned, in in
stances is placed as high as 25 to 50
S
ner cent
Year after year the holiday shoppers are getting away from the old
and all
custom of buying
manner of articles eimp.ly made to
look at. . More than ever It is the
substantiaVarid useful things that are
being punased for gifts. This does
not imply that the buyers are tight
with the coin this season and are picking out Inexpensive articles, for this
is not the case, according to the
It i3 "quality" that the people
are after and money is being spent
liberally. For example, many of those
who are picking out dolls for the kiddies are digging down in their pockets to a "depth" of $10 to $15 two
dollars Is a popular price for dolls this
season.
There has been a heavy sale on
diamonds, due-- possibly in rjart to the
fact that the prions have soared to
such an extent in the last few months
and the rumor that there will be still
another advance soon. A big run on

charming and useful Xmas gift than a
beautiful Electric Lamp or a handsome electrical
device would be hard to select. Aside from their
attractiveness, Electrical Appliances are a great
help in lessening the daily tasks and increasing
home comfort. Here is a selected list of things
electrical, every one of which will delight those
who enjoy the innumerable benefits of electric
light in their home.
A more

Electric Iron
Electric Toaster Stove
Electric Teapot
Electric Curling Iron
Electric Coffee Pot Electric Radiator
Electric Grid
Electric Table Lamp
Electric Vacuum Cleaner

bric-a-bra- o

faer-chant- s.

erta
It Q

J8 hi

mm

17

1

It

J
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slightest reason, to believe that he
would lend a hand to the promotion of
AILY
law and order in Mexico in the event
of Huerta'a elimination by. Carranza.
ESTABLISHED 1879.
He would be the same kind of a thorn
in the side of the constitutionalists
that he has been to every party in
Published by
power in Mexico in the last three or
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
four years! Ami. if by any chance, he
(Incorporated.)
should be strons enough 10 put Huir
ta on the ruu befcre the constitution
.........Editor. alists were able to reach Mexico City,
M, M. PADGETT
they would assumdly have him to
fight before the could take possession
of the seal of government.
But even W3re Carranza able to dis
of Zapata, eithor before or after
pose
Entered at the postoffice at East
tie retiring of 'fuerta, it is a grave
n
l&a Vegas, New Mexico, for
question if he oomrt fot up AJ.y kind ot
through the United States
3n effective government, or control
fcaaUs as second clasa matter.
liiB followers who .ira now helping him
a pretty
tj victory. Ho isthathaving
General
now.
ue
to
time
SUBSCRIPTION
OF
bard
TERMS
j
i
Dally, by Carrier
V.la, chief of his., uil.'.Ury leaders,
? .5 seems to ha;a betn.ni eo Intoxicated
I'er Copy
.15 Hlih hie rer.Pi't nuccests. as to have
One Week
,
. .
i. tn a
IVI.
.65 developed mro au
"
jo.
pne Month
7.50 a; wealth aid j.cv.er so, he has bePee Year
it were,
come a kiu? itver night,
Dally, by Mall
Dne year (in advance).
and it would b- - cbaruivevl rtlcally un
3.00
(Six Months (in advance)
yrxican far him tc submit 'i the dl
7.50
t;
tion of an one.
Year
(in arrears)
Pne
3.75
All of these things Indicate that
Six Months (in arrears)
when Huerta is finally forced out, the
Mexican situation, will be pretty much
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
the same as it has been for the past
GROWER
chances ex
12.00 couole of years, with the
(Dae Year
worse
mouch
. 1.00 cellent that it will be
)Btr Months
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OF CLOTHES

WARM OVERCOAT

BATHROBE
COMBINATION

SETSsii

SILK NECKWEAR

.

SHOES

.STETSON

HAT

WOOL SWEATER

DRESS SHIRT

A

GLOVES
HOUSE SLIPPERS

.

SILK HOSE

'
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'Satisfaction

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago: Dec. 22 Better snow pro
tection for the winter crop had a bearish effect on today's wheat market.
Prices opened V bit to a like amount
up, and gradually sagged to well be
low Saturday's close all around. The
cent net
to
close was firm,
lower.
Corn poured Into Chicago from all
directions today and pulled prices
4
down. Opening prices were
a
was
there
and
subsequent
lower,
material decline. The close was stea-

frrzzziCZLzzz:'u
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MEANS

$4.505.50; ewes $44.65; stockers
and feeders $3.256.25.

went into the market for a turn on the
long side last week were disposed to
realize today, and their offerings held
the advance In check.
Weakness of special stocks imposed
I
restraint on the market, as did for
cent net de
dy at VV to
eign 'selling of Canadian Pacific, Steel
cline.
and Amalgamated. The preparations
Scattered buying failed to uphold for year-en- d
settlements, at Berlin,
oats. Corn weakness proved the chief where some money strain was looked
"
influence.
for, were responsible for the selling
it is possible to1 obtain, ft great variety
First sales of provisions varied from from that quarter of Canadian Pacific
ot clearly distinguishable characteris 2 to 10 cents advance, with an adwhich sagged over four points. West
tics.
ditional rise later. The closing quo- ern Union was again depressed and
tations were:
Missouri Pacifio went to 23, the low
Wheat, May 91; July 87.
Subscribe for The optic.
est point in 20 years.
Corn, Dec. 69; May 69.
The range, of prices as a whole was
Oats, May 41 ; July 40.
.narrow, with, the,. average,,, at noon a
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Pork, Jan. $20. 55;xMay $20.82.
shade under Saturday's close. Bonds
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 22. Hogs,
Lard, Jan. $10.65; May $10.97.
were Irregular.
10
5
cents
receipts 8,000. Market to
Ribs, Jan. $10.77; May $11.07.
Active bidding for Southern Pacific
$7.60
Bulk
$7.457.75; heavy
higher.
tone to the whole market and
gave
ffr7.80; packers and butchers $7.55
hardened. Southern ; Pacific
EXCHANGE
STOCK
prices
YORK
NEW
6.50
f
7.75; lights $7.40(5)7.65; pigs
88
'
and the Telephone and
to
rose
who
22.
Traders
New York. Dec.
7.25.

Subscriptions)
j
Remit by check, draft or money
rderj If sent otherwise we, will not
It has remained for General Villa of
fee responsible for loss.
whose recent military prowess
Specimen copies free on application. Mexico,
TO
has obscured the reputation he long
bore as the most daring and resourceAT
IALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
ful bandit that ever defied President
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Diaz, to devise a system of emergency
BY
PAID FOR
currency which has promptly relieved
For
of Chihuahua.
Ktrineencv
th
his posses
Advertisers are guaranteed the some time he has had in
son of the richest
Terrazas,
Luis
sion
circulation
targest daily and weekly
to
of any newspaper in northern New Mexican. He has been threattning
has
father
the
and
his
kill
captive,
Mexico.
been making pathetic appeals to tne THE UNITED STATES EMPLOYES
AN ARMY OF MEN OF HELP
United States to save his boy.
TELEPHONES
THE MARINERS
There was a talk, of ransom, but tne
Main 2
to
Business Office
same
the
of
transmitting
dif Acuities
Main 9
News Department
20. For the first
Washington
villa and the Drobability that it would
he followed by another demand from time since the establishment of the
of United States
light house service the
that slippery leader, placed that out
MONDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1913.
brilliant
plan
of the
efficiency and management
the question. Then the
was born in the brain of the bandit. service are about to be made the
young subject of an exhaustive official in
MEXICO
By threats he has compelled tjie
or
enema
numoer
a
man to sisn
vestigation. Secretavy Redfleld has
After Huerta what? This is the armriw to the dispatches, these fixed January 7 as the date for be
question that in looming np larger checks are passing currently as ltgal ginning an exhaustive inquiry into the
there is entire workings of the Bervice. The
e
daily1 in the Mexican situation. Of tpnder. While a
wurse, there is no indication that nothing about Villa's record to war investigation is the result of general
luerta has an Intentions of relin- rant the suspicion that he mignt ne charges against the lighthouse serquishing his job as a dictator until he guilty of the folly of killing the goose- vice as a whole and a specific charge
Is pried loose f rom it. Nor will this that, lavs eolden eggs. Young lerra- that the government has been paying
cj:ko about though any efforts of the zas life is safe unless he gets writer' too much for a certain type of ace
T"nV.e
states &o long as President
rramo.
tylene gas buoys it, has been using
adheres to his policy of watchful
The dispatches do not state on wnat at many points.
.viooVa are drawn. There
In respect to territory covered and
waiting. And it is reasonably certain
that he has no intention of changing It. is no reason to assume that he is fol aid maintained the lighthouse service
That Huerta, though, will soon be lowing the scheme of the stage hero of the United States is much the most
of tne extensive service of its kind in the
is al-- ! who drew drafts on the banks
among the Mexican
and world. The seacoast line under the
ran
insisted
day
he
which
Wabash,
most beyond a doubt. The recent sucbe jurisdiction of the United States is
to
not
appear
cesses of those arrayed against him night. There does
measured in
of
wav
payment
ordering
48,881 statute miles,
m
practical
have numbered his days. His resoursteps. The general gov
ces of almost every sort are about stopped, and It might not "be healthful three-mil- e
the ernment provides lighthouses and
drained dry. He hasn't the wherewith- for a banker to refuse to honor
of other aids to navigation along all this
recollection
The
checks
anyhow.
al to put an army of sufficient strength
other
treasured
be
by
will
coast, with the exception of the Phil
in the field to cope with either fac- this device
la likely to ippine Islands, 11,511 miles, and Pantt
Pnf
iir.r,t!ta
followtion of the revolutionists, the
ama, where the marking of the coasts
ers of Zapata and the followers of Car- cause fear and trembling to Messrs
noto
other
and
is maintained by the local govern
Carnegie
ranza and Villa. In fact, he Is having Rockefeller,
ments.
a difficult time lust now to maintain riously rich men.
In addition, the United States pro- the mere semblance of an army that
videsc lights along the American shores
he has in. the City of Mexico. The
of the Great Lakes, 4,029 miles, and
CHRISTMAS IN GERMANY
.ghost has begun to walk irregularly on
on
interior and coastal rivers, 5,478
the
at
is
22
Berlin
Dec.
3ay day for these soldiers, and the Berlin,
miles.
season
Christmas
of
the
does
tide
soldier
just
Mexican
a
high
very last thing
The United States thus maintains
Is to fight for honor or glory or out of now, and there is not, one can be
and other aids to navigation
in
more
a
lights
must
city
interesting,,
sure,
Either
he
chief.
quite
loyalty to his
miles of coast line and
46,828
of
no
Ger
feature
along
have the opportunity to plunder, or he Europe. There is
a length equal to near
river
so
channels,
shows
man
which
little
change
as
life
as
must get his pay
regular
circumference of the
twice
the
Ex
ly
as the Christmas celebrations.
clock works.
distance it .has 12,824
this
In
earth.
of
the
pres
that
'
givers
On the other hand, the forces of the cept, perhaps,
aids to navigation of all classes, sufand
luxurious
more
.the
become
ents
un
constitutionalists, or Carranzistas,
more critical or exacting, ficient to place one every two miles
der the active leadership in the field receivers
is precisely like an around the equator.
one
Christmas
ot General Villa, have finally reached
The lighthouse service is carried on
other.
piety and essential
Family
sue
Their
and
milk
honey.
a land of
an organization of 19 disthrough
still
everywhere,
prevail
conservatism
cesses in Chihuahua have placed them
a central office in this
under
little definite religion tricts,
In possession of much valuable prop and however
is in charge of a
district
no
Each
city.
in
the
ceiepranons
erty, which they were prompt to con may remain
Is stranger than the contrast be lighthouse inspector and lias a local
fiscate. Their loins have been mate thing
tween the actual temper and oceupa office and one or "more supply depots
rially strengthened for the final bat
and and lighthouse tenders.; In all,' there
and .the
'
tie with Huerta, and because of their tion of the ofpublic socialist railing
are 46. of these small vessels" which
the
press.
victories and the loot they have to blasphemy,
The return of jthe crown prince to carry the supplies to the stations' and
distribute, the number of their ,forces
maintain the buoys and
of rip.rlln is taken to mean that all dif place;,. and,(
i
arm
with the raDldity
vessels.
if
any
in
light
the
family,
j
imperial
mushrooms. Similar conditions have ferences
About 5,500 men are requires for
differences really have exist
developed of late with the Zapatists, serious
the
the
lighthouse work, of whom about
to
be
forgotten during
are
although they suffered a slight reverse ed,
200 are in the executive, engineering,
and
The
emperor
festivities.
Yultide
the
Via nth pr dav in a brush with
about 1,700 are
his entire family will celebrate Christ- and clerical force;
Huerta troops.
customs. keepers of lights and depots; 1,570
traditional
the
all
with
mas
So under these circumstances it
weeks the leading shop- care for post lights; 1,500 are on vesdoes not appear to be possible that For several
have been summon- sels, and about 600 are in the con
Berlin
of
Hueita can hold out for long. But keepers
almost every afternoon struction and repair force.
what will happen next? There are no ed to Potsdam
The entire personnel Is under the
their majesties might
assurances that there will be anything in order that
civil
service rules, and appointments
to select their gifts.
like team work on the part of Carran- have opportunity
are on a strictly me
an.d
promotions
valuable
presents
to many
za and Zapata. In fact they seem to In addition
is
off great importance
This
members of his family and his rit system.
be racing to see which one will reach for the relatives among European 'for the maintenance of good organizad
favorite
Mexico City first. It is generally
to- tion and rigid discipline in a purely
man
of
a
royalty, the emperor has gathered
is
high
Carranza
that
of technical service, on the efficient constore
a regular Santa Klaus
ideals and is solicitous for the welfare gether
scarf-pinduct of which is dependent the safety
outfits,
guns, saddlery
t,t his country and Us people and the sporting
of
all the lives and alt the property
other
jeweled card cases and
maintenance for them of something
on the seas and the navigable
carried
to
be
presented
articles
that smacks of a republican form of appropriate
in this country.
waters
to
the
many
time
Christmas
government Not so with Zapata. He at
The annual maintenance cost of the
and gentlemen attached to his
is a revolutionist of the purely outlaw
entire service Is closed to $3,000,000,
household.
end brigand type. There isn't the
;
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and sometimes a single keeper cares
for several lights.
The electric light at Navesink. on
the Highlands just south of New York
harbor, Is the most powerful coast
light in the United States. This light
shows each five seconds a flash of
second duration, estimated
at 60.000.000 candle power. Although
on account of the "curvature of the
earth-thlight itself cannot be seen
more than 22 miles, its beam has
been reported to have been observed
in the sky at a distance of 70 nautical
miles.
It is Important that lights be so dis
tinguished from each other as to
avoid the possibility of the mariner
mistaking one for another. To this
end lights are distinguished by their
number, color, Intensity or time of
visibility. Wth the system nowravail- h

traus-fcnlsslo-

i

and, in addition, in recent years there
Cattle, receipts 11,000. Market stea
has been expended about $1,000,000 dy to 10 cents higher. Prime fed
dressed heel
a year on new lighthouse works and steers $8.259.50;
'
steers $78. 25; western steers $6
vessels.
At all important light stations there 7. (SO1:? southern steers $5.507; cows
are from two to five keepers, who M.'407; calves $6.50f 9,50; bulls ?5
maintain a continuous watch of the ,7; calves ?B.&u 19.
Shetp, receipts 10,000. Market 10
light at night and of the approach
of fog' at all times. At less impor- to 15 cents higher. Lambs $7.25
tant stations there Is but one keeper, 7.75; yearlings $5.507; wethers

-

Telegraph stocks rallied one to two
points. Foreign houses sold 30,000
shares.
A more optimistic Bentiment was
diffused by a brisk rally In the coal
stocks. The general average was rais
ed above last week's, close.
The market closed strong. The
short Interest provided a leverage for
marking up prices in a substantial
manner. Many low priced stocks wri-conspicuously strong, particularly Can.
uams otjrom one to two points were
mado in.jna'ny cases. The last sales
for. khe day fpllow:
71
Amalgamated Copper
107
Sugar
Atchison
94
Northern Pacific
.109
..'.....166
Reading .
Southern Pacific
89'
Union Pacific
155
... 69
United States Steel
105
United States Steel,- pfd
-
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Last Sail MDAY,
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number of nice toys and dolls, still on hand, must go
before Christmas. As a special inducement we are giving a
and one third per cent on toy piadiscount of thirty-thrnos, rocking horses, bicycles, go carts, toy furniture, rubber
balls, dolls, Etc, AH, all must move.
A

has-been- s

ee

BELATED SHOPPERS, you will find just wHoct you
want here. Hundreds of Desirable Gifts sxre out on
:
:
display :
A PARTIAL LIST GIVEN BELOW OF THE GOODS WE HAVE REDUCED

mfi'"

,31

Men s Manhattan bmrts
';Coats
Bath Robes,
?Sitt$u
Smoking Jackets
Muffled
TZ
Novelties of all kinds Dresses
Drawn Work
Bve'g Gowns Outing Night Gowns
Muslin Underwear tf Bve'g Wraps Caps
Head Scarfs Pajamas
Ribbed Underwear
Boy's Waits
Laces, Embroideries Trimmings
and Bandings
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I
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XMAS EVE
December 24, '13.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

General upward tendency of wages
the cigar and clothing manufacturing Industries in the United States
during the past year is indicated in
a report just Issued by the bureau of
labor statistics at Washington. In addition to higher pay the clothing
workersi have obtained an average reduction of .2 per cent in working
hours per week.

AT THE
Mrs. OUie Shearer, midwife.

MUTUAL MOVIES

Hotel

Romaine. Air,
James Fitzgerald of New York city
was a business visitor here today.
J. P. Linberg ol La Junta was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
H. C. Robinson of El Paso was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
candies at Murphey's.
..Huyler"
In by express. Adv.
came
Fresh,
Atwood of Albuquerque
E.
B.
Rev.
was a visitor in Las Vegas over Sunday. '
H. D. Burrall of the Gallinas forest
nursery was a business visitor here

U..

"THE GHOST"
"ACROSS

M.

was

A.

BRIDGE STREET

Two-Re-

THE ALLEY"

Feature Drama

.

(Domino.)

According to Charles H. Crownhart,
chairman of the Wisconsin state in
dustrial commission, more than $750,-00- 0
a year will be disbursed to deARKANSAS TO BE "DRY"
pendents when the new compensation
Little Rock, Ark., Dectl 22. The act becomes fully effective.
week will be Arkansas' last
ON present
A movement is on foot toi remove
as a "wet" state, for a time at least.
With the first of the year the Going the headquarters of the International
r
law will come into opera- Typographical union from Indianapo
tion and thereafter it will be neces lis, because of the alleged hostile atGet busy before our stock
sary for a saloonkeeper to obtain the titude of Indianapolis business men
consent of a majority of the adults of towards organized labor.
is exhuasted
his community before he will be per
mitted to sell liquor. The
Sixty-fiv- e
thousand workers are em
REMEMBER! our entire general has decided that noattorney
county ployed in the iron mines of tlie Uni
stock of ladies and misses tailorjud?e can grant a license before the ted States.
new law comes into effect, which
ed suits and ladies, misses
means that all of the saloons In the
and children's coats, and also
state will go out of business at least THERMOMETER
WENT
temporarily when the clock strikes the
our entire stock of men's and
midnight hour on December 31. That
TO 12 BELOW ZERO
boy's clothing will go at
comparatively few of them will ever
In
seems
reopen
absolutely certain,
view of the stringent conditions that
LAST
NIGHT'S
TEMPERATURE
must be complied with bef ore a license
WAS THE LOWEST RECORDED
can be issued. With the Sahara-likSO FAR THIS WINTER
Every other item in our store
prospect looming up before them sawill be sold at greatly reduced
loon patrons are sending in anticlpaThe minimum temperature reached
' .'.'.ii'if..t)!e. '
,
tive orders to be delivered on the last
last night is the lowest recorded this
prices.
days of the month. The saloon men winter.
According to official Informa
expect the annual Christmas sales to
the lowest point reached was 12
tion,
be only a small factor compared to
degrees below zero. About 9 o'clock
the larger orders that will be booked
Hoffman &
yesterday evening the thermometer
during the remaining days of grace.
sarted dropping and evidently continu
THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
ed to go down the entire night.
Las Vegans becoming unusually
Phone Main 104
ORCHESTRA WILL PLAY cold about midnight, arose and
those
Inquisitive enough looked at their
AT BASKETBALL GAME thermometer. The hunt for more bed
Just received by express, Huyler's
clothing then started. Pedestrians .on
the streets this morning Inquired of
and Liggett's candles. Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
PLENTY
OF MUSIC, FUN
AND their neighbors concerning the temH. L, Downing of Minneapolis is
SPORT ON CHRISTMAS AFTERperature reached last night and many
some
wild reports were circulated,
visiting In Las Vegas for several
NOON, IS THE PROMISE
weeks as the guesb of friends.
saying 40 below had been registered.
E. Waldo Ward of Sierra Madre,
The cold weather followed a snow
Secretary Le Noir of the Y. M. C,
Cal., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday A., this morning announced that the storm that lasted all day yesterday,
afternoon and will be a visitor here Simison seven-piec- e
orchestra would covering the ground to a depth of four
for the next few weeks.
furnish music at the bis basketball inches. Following the disappearance
Dr. Frank II. H. Roberts, president game that is to be played at the
of the snow Las Vegans may expect
of the New Mexico Normal Univerwarm weather again, according to old
afternoon
between
Thursday
sity, left today for Denver, where he the Newton and Las Vegas Y. M. C. timers.
will be on business for a short time. A. teams. The orchestra will
The snowfall amounted to about four
play,
Robert1 Springfeis, who has been
mornbeginning at 3 o'clock through the inches, beginning early Sunday
employed at the Wesner Brothers preliminaries and also through the jblg ing and continuing practically all day.
ranch, left'this'afternoon for Denver, game. Undoubtedly this feature will
where he will spend Christmas with add
greatly to the afternoon's enterrelatives.
tainment.
LONDON BANK IN
Mies Doris Goodale of Clayton arThe advance ticket sale has been
rived in Les Vegas yesterday and
exceedingly heavy, and one of the
will remain here for the next week.
largest crowds ever seen at a basketLONDON FAILS
Miss Goodale is the guest of Miss
ball game here will be present on
MossyiYork.
Christmas afternoon. That the games
G. C. Hosford, a professor of law
will be fast and Interesting Is an asINABILITY TO SECURE CURRENCY
at the University of Missouri, arrived
sured fact All preliminaries will be
WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR CLOSIn LaSiegas yesterday and will be
'!
the best possible.
ING DOORE
a visitor with relatives here for the
In order that everyone may be comnext few days.
fortable at the armory, arrangements
Mexico City, Dec. 22. The bank of
S. J. Moore of Colmor, 111., Is In
beeiv made to have the building London
and Mexico closed Its doors
Las Vegas to visit for the next few have
well heated.
weeks. He is the guest of Mr. and
today.
Jay Stern, the Las Vegas boy who
Mrs. W. P. Southard and is a cousin
The bank was unable to get curren- was declared the ail-stin the
guard
Mrs.
Southard.
of
Missouri Valley Basketball league this
Donald Hart, of the First National
has agreed to assist Physical
year,
bank, returned yesterday from Wash
Director De Marias in the coaching
D.
and
other
in
ington,
the
C,
places
and will add materially
east, where he has been visiting for of the team,
to the directing department. The practhe past few woeks.
tices continue to be' good, and the
Harry Grant Kelly, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Kelly, has returned home team is showing up in excellent shape.
from Denver, where he has been attending the Sacred Heart college, and
DURAN TO BOX WITH
will spend the holidays here.
Mrs. Fred Westerman, accompanied
by her two daughters, Miss Audrey
FAMOUS KID BURNS
Burns and Miss Eleanor Westerman,
returned Saturday night from Rochester, Minn., where she has been for BANTAMWEIGHT ' WHO
Cornucopias for filling..... Be
IS TO
1 dcz. popping Favors
15o
$i'e past few weeks.
HEAVY MAN CHRIST-MA- S
FIGHT
? ;3Iiss Alice
11
Bo
Coors, daughter of Mr.
-.
coolrs..Beads,
Candy,
TO PUT ON SHOW
and Mrs.. H. G.. Coors, came in SaturToy Christmas Trees.!;.... Bo
Bo
5 Christmas Postcards
day evening from Lawrence, Kas., to
Tomorrow
night at the Martinez
spend the Christmas holidays with hall on the West side, Young Duran,
Candy Baskets for filling... Be
her parents., ; Miss Coors has been a local boxer who
5 sheets Transfer Pictures.. Be
is matched to fight
1 box Christmas, Candles... 10c
attending the,' University of Kansas. Pepe Gallegos at Mora on Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. 9. Johnson arS0c Gilt Edge Playing Cards. 25c
afternoon, will hold a special training
rived in Lao Vegas Saturday even- for the benefit of his admirers. He
4 lbs. White Pop Corn
25c
ing from their home In Hamilton. Can- - will box ten rounds with his trainer,
Metal Ash Trays. ... ........ 25a
ajjaj and'spentiulilQ eje. They are Kid
Folding Candy Boxesi j per i N
Burns, and promises a fast extouring the world and Are now on hibition. An. admission fee of 25
doz. ...
..25c
o jjan "Francisco, where
their"
,Vy
1 lb. California
Budded Wal
cents will e' charged!
(
they will embark for Japap. They visSOq;
nuts
ited several places of Interest during
1 lb.
Choice Jordan Shelled
their short stay here and are espec- FIELDING PICTURE TO
60c
ed
Almonds
ially pleased with the scenic attrac1 doz. Extra Fine Lemons, ,60c
this
about
tions
city.
BE SHOWN TONIGHT
Fine Chocolate Candies In
25o
Vi lbs. boxes
INDIANA TEACHERS' MEETING
(Keystone.)
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A SUITABLE AND APPROPRIATE
XMAS GIFT
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Open savings accounts with this bank m the names of those persons you wish to re
member, and let your holiday gifts be represented by the passbooks.
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Van ilouten of Shoemaker

a business visitor in Las Vegas

i
today.
Liggett's" Chocolates, the best and
purest candy made, at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
C. Corbett arrived in the city last
City for a brief
night from Kansas
'
visit.
business
Colonel R. E, Twitchell returned Saturday evening from a short business
visit In Santa Fe.
G. G. Griffin came In Saturday evening from, his homo in Albuquerque
tor a short business visit
R. R. Larkin returned last night
from eastern points and will spend
Christmas with his family.
J. Mi Ackerman of Lamy was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today,
loing his Christmas shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Gonzales of Santa
Fe are In Las Vegas vlsitUg friends
nd relatives during the holidays.
E. J. Wilson, manager of the leased
wires, of the Associated Press, was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
Bias Sanchez, a well known resident of Wagon Mound, came in yesterday to do his Christmas shopping.
Beautiful designs, graceful shapes.
Rich finish In Imported hand painted
China at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.
E. M. Daniel of Douglas, Ariz., came
in Saturday evening and will be a
business visitor here for the next few
;

lays.
Miss DeSaix Evans left yesterday
afternoon for Albuquerque, where she
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will visit friends during ihe Christ
mas holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Fidel Ortiz returned
this afternoon from Santa Fe where
they have been for the past two weeks,
visiting friends.
Dr. C. S. Losey returned Trom San
ta Fe Saturday night after having
"been a business visitor there Jor the
past few days.
Miss Julia Maxwell of St. Joseph,
Mo., arrived in Las Vegas Saturday
and will be a visitor with friends for.
the next few days.
II. O. Snyder, a well known Insurance man, came in last night from his
lieadquarters in Denver for a short
business visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Gortner
"have gone to Goshen, Ind., where they
will remain as guests of relatives un
til after the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Green returned this afternoon to their home at
J. amy after having been visitors here
for the past few days.
The most elegant line of French
Toilet PrePerfumes and
in
the
shown
ever
city at
parations
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.
Miss M. L. Pugh and Mrs. L. C
Carlelon of Wagon Mound came In
yesterday afternoon and will be
for several days.
II. d Miller arrived in Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon from his home
In Liberal, Kas., and will be a bust,
ness visitor here for several days.
Charles Herbst has arrived inX.as
will
Vegas from Minneapolis and
ppend the holidays with his wife, who
has been here for some time.
Mrs. Ella Schlott left today for
Cherryvale, where she will reside on
her ranch. She has been a resident
of this city for the past several
months;
Mrs. John H. Clary and Utile son,
In this afternoon
of El Paso,
and Willi spend 'the" Christmas' holidays
with ,Mfs. Clary's parents, Dr. and
Mrs. J, M. Cunningham.
L. H.'Mossiman of Sapello came In
Saturday evening and left yesterday
afternoon for his home. He 'was accompanied home by his children, who
will spend their vacation at Sapello.
Miss Nell Batchelor came in Saturday evening from Salina, Kan., to
Indianapolis,! Ind., Dec. 22. An artpend the holidays with her parents,
of school teachers Invaded Indianmy
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor. Miss
today for the annual meetings
Batchelor has been attending school apolis
of the Indiana State Teachers' assoIn Salitla.
ciation and affiliated bodies, which
Robert Sullivan, left last night for are
always held in the capital during
Chicago after a ten days visit with Christmas holiday wee. The asso.
Mr, and Mrs. H. J. Ryan. Mr. Sulli elation has
prepared an excellent provan, who formery resided here, em- gram for the three days' session.
ployed as Santa Fe assistant timber In- Prominent among those on the prospector, is now president of a large gram are former Governor Kitchln of
Umber supply company. When he North
Carolina, President James of
resided here ten years ago he pleased the
University of Minnesota, Dr.
largo numbers of Las Vegans with his George B. Stayer of Columbia unibeautiful tenor voice. On his recent versity, and Dr. Jenkin Lloyd Jones
visit he sang frequently and delighted of Chicago.
f
all his hearers. Mr. Sullivan has a
large number of friends in Las Vegas.
Subscribe for The Optic.

Fresh Candies,
Nuts & Favors
For Christmas
Trees
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"WHEN MOUNTAIN AND VALLEY
MEET" AT THE PHOTOPLAY
THIS EVENING

Tonight only at the Photoplay theater will be shown Fielding's picture,
"When Mountain and Valley Meet."
This Is the most beautiful picture Mr.
Fielding made while la Las Vegas. It
was shown here some time ago on
one night only. The picture made
such a decided hit that Managers Duncan and Browne, upon the request of
hundreds of their patrons, decided to
obtain It for another engagement. In
addition to this picture there, will
be a Vitgraph feature fiim.

Children adore Toys that
amuse on Christmas morning.
Nothing will touch Children's
hearts so deeply or be more
appreciated than gilts of the
butter sort of Toys, found here
in infinite variety.
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cy with which to pay depositors, and

therefore was forced to suspend. Bankers here generally agree with the
management of the Bank of London
and Mexico In the opinion that the Institution Is solvent and the closing
may be only temporary. The bank
is believed to have excellent "collateral.
Today's suspension was not due to
lack of assets, but to the scarcity of
purrency. Silver and gold have both
long been scarce In" the country and
recently state bank bills have been
refused except In the states where
they were Issued.
The London and Mexico bank, has
been embarrassed more than have other concerns because' it for a long time
has been, accepting deposits, while the
others, have been refusing them. "
The depositing public, made nervous
by the general banking outlook, began
last to ' Withdraw
On" Wednesday
money. It Is claimed today on behalf
of the London and Mexico bank, that
It could meet the demand by distributing its reserve, but this Is impracticable because It would Imperil the
standing of Its bank notes. A small
crowd gathered in front of the bank
today, but was orderly.
Was Commercial Bank
New York, Dec. 22. According to
New York bankers the business of the
l'ank of London and Mexico was
chiefly of a commercial character. It
did not. represent the Mexican government la the maiter of loans to any
great extent. It was rated as the
second largest Institution of the republic, having, according to latest
available reports, held about f D,'."'!,-Oo- o
in deposits. Its capital v,a i t.'
1:2,000,000 and its surplus n id
account, $16,000,000.
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EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGA

SANTA GLAUS HEADQUARTERS
ONLY 2 SHOPPING DAYS LEFT
Daisy Air Rifles, $1.50 to..$2.50
Single Barrel Shot Guns.$8.E0
Toy Guns

lot Skates for boys and girls.95o
Ball Bearing Skates, all

Sizes' i'f'i

$1.7S

Christmas Candles, box
10c
5C
Candle Holders, dozen
Tennis Rackets, 75c to...$3 50
Thermos Bottles, 100 to$3.C0
Velocipedes, steel tires, $1.75
to
$3.00
Velocipedes, rubber tires, $3
-- .$4.50
to
$5.00
Hand Cars, $3.50 to
Express Wagons, 85c to $2.50
Steol Coasters, $1 to
$2.00
$7.50
Tricycles, girls', $3 to
Toy Collapsible Carta, BOo
to
$1.50
Toy Rockers and O i'r;, 2',c
to
$2.50
New lot Bissel's Carpet
$3.00
Sweepers -

Cent Off

20 Per

75e

On aJl

L,
Ladless

'

Desks

Music Cabinets
Morris Chaira
Library Case
Dressing Table

Turkish Rockers
Combination Book Canes
Card Tables

Smokers' Stands
Parlor Suites
China Closest!
Buffe-t-

.

L'brary and Pariop T ;:.',,

.

!
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Toy imLnl C
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ACTION INVOLVES TWO AND
MILLION ACRES IN
OLD MEXICO

ONE-HAL-

F

i

e
famous
Santa Fe, Dec,
land cases now before United States
District Judge Cotteral In the United
States district court nere, may be
over soon, according to expressions
ef attorneys late Saturday.
The eult Involves two and a half
million acres In old Mexico and was
instituted here when the Palomas
land and Cattle company and the
Dublin Water and Colonization company, the latter a iilexicaa corporation, filed a petition for a restraining
order, In the United States district
court, naming Walter D. Hawk, A. A.
Tempke and the Northwestern Colonization and Improvement company
of Chihuahua, as defendants. Hear1

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BAIN
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Bhe

regular prescription. It is composed
of the best tonics known, combined
LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
with the best blood purifiers, acting
Business Increases
HORT ORDERS AN D RfcGULAR DINNERS
The
on
surfaces.
mucous
the
directly
The state corporation commission perfect combination of the two ingredTHE
BEST
G0OD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
I!
I
business seems to be picking up. Last ients Is what produces such wonderSend
December, during the entire month, ful results in curing catarrh.
for testimonials, free.
the fees received amounted to
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To
while including today, 20 days ledo, O.
In the present month, show fees reSold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Halls' Family Pills for con
One
ceived amounting to 12,310.70.
Adv.
stipation.
of the big items of
month is the
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4.FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
fee yesterday from the Gulf, New BIRTHDAY OF LORD ALVERSTONE
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday night M
Mexico & Pacific railroad amounting
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a
London," Dec. 22. Baron Alver- to $1,213.80, but even subtracting that
toira Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
who recently retired from-thBtont,
20 days in the present December run
each month. YlalUng dially welcome. J. C. Werts, Pres
of Lord Chief Justice and was
post
about S10O more than the entire succeeded
brothers cordially
by Sir Rufus Isaacs, quiet
dent: J. T. Buhier. Secretary; O. M.
month last year.
Wm. p. Mills,
birth
ly celebrated his stventy-flrs- t
Baily, .Treasurer.
W.
Want Wild Turkeys
ADVERM., H. 8 tea Pettjen,
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
Secretary.
today at his home In
The states of California, Colorado day anniversarySince
TISEMENTS
his retirement
LAS VEGAS COM MiMnCDV tin m
and Utah, through their game depart Kensington.
Lord Alverstone has had rather the
LOCAL TIME CARD
state game
ments, have asked
Five cents per line each Insertion.
T E M PLAR Reg'
the
only
distinction
of
being
JfcKN,GHT8
unique
warden of New Mexico for a few live
onclTs
man in history entitled to be called Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
4 Tuee-i-""- "
specimens of the big bronze wild tur- a former lord chief
day In Mh miiT
of Eng No ad to occupy less space than two
East Bound
justice
keys which roam in considerable num land.
All advertisements
charged
Since the post was established lines
Arrive
Depart
bers through the mountains of this
KlakeL
who has not will be booked at space actually set
No. 2..
c.; Chas. Tarn re a,
7:20 p. m.... 7:45 p. m.
state. These states either had no he is the only holder
cantor.
without regard to number of words.
11
No.
died in office.
4.
.11:59 p. m.
:"4'p. m.
wild turkeys or the species 'has be
Cash In advlnce preferred.
No.
. 2:25
8.
2:30 a. m.
a.
in....
come extinct, or at any rate they wish
LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY No. 10.. . 1:35
Guardina Aaalnsts Croup
p. m.... . 2:00 p. m.
to Introduce the breed into the hunt
The best safeguard against croup Is
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
West Bound
ing preserves where under the most a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
vocation
first
Arrive
in
Monday
H.
Depart
In
house.
P.
Ginn,
the
careful protection this splendid game Compound
each month at Masonic No. 1. .
.. 1:35 p. m.
1:10 p
bird will be propagated for the pleas Middleton, Ga., writes: "My children
A. Brinegaf, H.
are very susceptible to croup, easily
P.; F. O. No. 3.. . 6:35 a. m.... 6:40 a. m.
aire of future hunters. The New Mex catch cold.
I give them Foley's
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No. 7.. . 4:20 p. m.... 4:30 p. m.
ico department is not averse to shar Honey and1 Tar Compound and In
No. 9.. . 6:35 p. m.... 7:00 p. m.
Blood, Secretary.
ing this state's wild turkeys in limited every instance they get prompt relief
numbers with the other states men and are soon cured. We keep It at
O. U.
home ' and prevent croup.
0. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
tioned, but the wild rurks must be Schaefer, Red Cioes Drug Store
1. Meets
ATTORNEY)
every Monday evenine at
considered in this matter, and must Adv.
OPTIC'S NUMIER, MAIN L
their hall on Sixth street All vit'tini
first be caught before they can je
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited
sent to California or any other place.
OREGON TEACHERS MEET
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunks
F.
George
D.
Fries, N. O.; Ous Lehman. V. a
All of which leads up to the statement
Salem, Ore., Dec. 22. Members of
Attorneyt-at-LaT.
M.
Elwood,
a
can
catch
of
few,
the Oregon
Secretary; Karl Waits,
that if you think you
the western division
New Mexlse
treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock. Cemeterj Las Vegas,
a permit to capture them and $7.r0 State Teachers' association rallied
WANTED
Position
as
or
bookkeeper
Trustee.
be
can
capture may
here in force today for what promises
apiece for all you
stenographer by lady with eight
obtained at the state game warden's to be one of the largest and most
years f,sperienee. Apply II. K.. o. r. U. ELKS Meet iMnnrf
office.
nl
profitable of the annual meetings held
Optic.
fourth Tuesday evenlnar of eao.h
New Incorporation
by the organization. Dr. J. H. AckerThe Quay County Development as- man, of the Oregon State Normal
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
217 Douglas avenue.
sociation has filed incorporation pa- school, is presiding over the general WANTED First class cookl
Visiting brothers
Railroad avenue.
are cordially invited, finv Wm t
pers with the corporation commis- sessions, which will continue three
This
sion. George Mindeman of.Endee, N. days.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
WANTED
comChambermaid at Las Ve Secretary.
M., is the statutory agent for the
Silver
gas hospital.
The capital stock is $250,000, Young Women: Number Surprising
pany.
divided into $1 shares. The incorporaThe number of young women wno
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
-i- you use
ner WANTED A good girl for light
tors, their addresses and the amount suffer with weak back, dizzy andwearl
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
and
dull
headache
vous
spells,
housework.
524 Sixth street.
of stock held by each, are given beW. O. W. hall. Sixth Etrnnt. on tha
ness Is surprising. Kidney and bladEMPRESS
low: George Mindeman, Endee, N. M., der ills cause these troubles, but If
first and third Mondays of each
40,000 shares; Adolph Vorenberg, Tu- Folev Kidney Pills are taken as dl YOUNG MEN, good habits, experience month at 8
p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
not necessary, to sell Paints, Oils,
rected relief follows promptly, and
cumcarl, ten shares; M. B. Golden-berfLadies
welcome.
O. L. Flers
always
no
habit
contain
the
ills
disappear,
ten
com
or
Disinfectants,
peter
etc.;
shares;
Tucumcari,
salary
man, President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red
mission; large profits and steady
Loverich, Chicago, 30,000 shares; Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
it s giving you
cier;
work. We will help you. Sun ChemGeorge H. Monahan, Chicago, 50,000
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montasrue.
a
Seal Company, Richmond, Va.
present for doshares: Albert Pietsch, Milwaukee,
BEGINNING OF WINTER
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
30,000 shares.
ing something
Washington, Dec. 22. Last night
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Water Filing
was the longest of the year in the
you d do wry
John W. Glidden of Maxwell, N. M northern hemisphere, time between
v
L.
O.
O.
MOOSE Meets second anc
way when you
has filed water application No. 847 sunset and sunrise being 14 hours and
fourth
each
Thursday
evening
with the state engineer. He asks for 54 minutes. Astronomically winter be FOR SALE Heatins stove.
learn how Much
Inquire month at W. O. W. hall.. Visiting
4.45 second feet of water from the gan in this vicinity at 5:27 o'clock thi
1215 Seventh street.
BetferEMPRESS
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Red or Canadian river to Irrigate 128 morning, the sun and earth at that
23
FLOUR really is. g
Linn
A.
Davis,
p.
Dictator;
27
of
range
north,
Secretary
acres in township
time beine at the minimum point
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
east. He will pump the water 35 feet separation. Beginning today the nighti
Made by GERI. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
from the river to the irrigation ditch will become shorter.
MAN PROCESS
which will be 9G0 feet long.
day of the month in the vestry roomi
ii'UK
KENT
In
desirable
Cottage
Road
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P
ONE COUPON FROM
Working on Taos
Cure Your Cold While You Can
neighborhood, newly painted, pa m.
Active work on the road from Taos
More real danger lurks In a cold
brothers are cordially in
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
Visiting
jjbi eu, eiectric lignts. . Low rate. vited. Isaac
to Caliente switch on tne D. & R. G. than In any other of the minor ail
FIVE
STAMPS
Appel, President; Charlei
Phone Purple 5301.
Is in progress, according to John E. ments. The safe way is to take
BRINGS YOU THE
Greenclay, Secretary.
SPOON - IT S
Powers, who returned last night from Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
uk kjsjnt to lady or gentleman MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
.Taos county. According to Mr. Powers rid yourself of the cold as quietly ai
GENUINE WM.
employed, comfortable, furnished
ROGERS &
the Taos county road board and the nossible. For sale by all dealers.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
room; no health seekers. Phone
Ranchos Land and Orchard company Adv.
SONS'&AA
Love
Woodmen
at
th
World
hall
ol
Purple 6301.
STANDARD
are building the road, which, when
on the second and fourth Mondays o)
much
Taos
make
SILVER
completed, will
FRISCO SUITS IN COURT
8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
each
at
month
rooms
easier of acess, as well as assuring a
St. J.ouis. Mo... Dec. 22 In the run xijiiM two furnished
for light housekeeping. Modern Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
dozen miles of good road from Taos United States circuit court toJay
Visiting
except heat. T. J. Carviil, 810 Lin- Montague, Local Deputy.
FRENCH-GRE- Y
toward Santa Fe on the proposed Judge Walter H. Sanborn heard argu
members are especially welcooe and
coin.
s
(STERSanta
highway.
ments on the petition filed by Wil
cordially Invited.
LING) FINISH
liam Niles and other stockholders
FOR RENT Five room house 91K
the St. Louis and San Francisco rail
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
Second street. Inquire 820 Railroad KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
EMPRESS
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they road, asking leave to bring a suit for
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Avenue.
cannot reach the seat of the disease. restitution against present and former
In
C.
O.
R.
hall,
fourth
can be oH-Thursday
Catarrh la a blood or constitutional directors of the railroad. The
members
Pioneer
building.
Visiting
cure
you
It
to
order
in
disease, and
tained in thi city from
allege that certain present
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
must take internal remedies. Hall's
and
oflclals
of
directors,
and
and
former
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
acts directly upon the blood and mu- the railroad are responsible to stockCLASS
table
217
FIRST
board.
Is
Rail
cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure
holders for losses incurred by the
road avenue.
not a quack medicine. It was preto the Frisco of "feeder" lines
scribed by one of the best physicians sale,
Is fur
in this country for years and Is a which they had promoted. It
20c psr 10f So.
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses.
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Dslvery
ther charged that the deals mentioned
25c per 100 lbs.
S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
Address
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Dsllvery .
'
resulted in throwing the big railroad
N. M.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dsllvery
.S0c psr 109 las.
,
system into bankruptcy.
40c per 1M lbs,
60 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
SOo psr 101 lbs,
. .
.
60
Each
Less
than
lbs.
Delivery
SURPLUS
Wheezing in the lungs indicates that
the
air
is
passages.
obstructing
phlegm
$50,000.00

ing of the petition began at once e
Judge John H. Cottrel of Guthrie,
OlUa., sitting for Judge W. IL Pope,
who is in St. Louis.
The plaintiffs seek a temporary restraining order against the defendants
s
to prevent them representing
repreas .the legally qualified
sentatives and agents of the Northwestern company, preparatory to asking for a permanent injunction against
the defendants.
A brilliant array of legal talent
gathered around the long table In the
court room again tils morning as
yesterday afternoon.
That the issue "is. a simple one,"
was the declaration of James A. Gar
field, who Is one of the lawyers repre
senting the plaintiffs. lie brought
smiles to the faces of several law
yers yesterday by his sally that he
sought to keep the defendants "not
from representing, but from misrepresenting" themselves as the legal
agents of the Northwestern company,
Attorney A. B. Renehan arose several
times to reply to Mr. Garfield.
Apart from the great amount of land
involved, the case raises several in
teresting legal points, but It is thought
the suit will not be long drawn out.
The out of town lawyers 'may get
he-for-
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Wanted

For YOU!

-

elegant Rogers'
Spoon

f

t.

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

For Salo

For Refit

1150

FDILY EQUIPPFD AT YOUR DOOR

OVERLAN

D

Fe-Tao-

MODEllS? T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

CVsccltancoua

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine

Co

Wm. Wtaalen, Pnp.

Phone Main 344.

RETAIL PRICES

Lost

CAPITAL PAID
$100,000.00

HOREHUUND

BALLARD'S

SYK-U-

r

loosens the phlegm so that it can be LOST A bunch of keys. Return to
coughed up and ejected. Price 25c,
Optio and received reward.
50c and $1.00 per bottle, sold W
Central Drug Co. Adv.
B. HUXMANN
DR.
F.

W&

0

3. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

ALL GROCERS

CCMIB4

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

President

IAfe VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natvral Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities ol Which Hare Made Las Tegaa Famous,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main lit
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
'

ANT Ads
Are Best

MERCHANTS CAFE
9

f!

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK-

ttt

1

-

CAFiTAL DTD OI

M

$30,000.00

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

Ollice with the San Miduel National Bank

Wit

G.

president
-- Vice
President
Treasurer

HATBON..

IL W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

Interest

Pa-i-

d

On Deposits

Professional Health Culture for Ladles

Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vejjas

C. C. CLAYTON, Prop
617 DOUGLAS

AVE.

Next to Postal Telegraph Office

Hotel

JONES-BOWER-

23

S

MONUMENT CO
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

Tears Practical Experience.

E. A, JONES'

W. W. BOWERS,

axl

Market Finders
Classified ado. searek out the people te
those who MIGHT BV7 the particular

aaioHi au
worts seat

hem

That property roa waat to sell Is WOKTH KOEW ve
a
the ada. fm tkia aewapaper
voile; merer keas
mere.
vere
unless
it
advertised
your property
wHe reads

tj

Others- - who tmA aad wu er ada. 1b tale aevKiafer waat f
are anxious to pay cash tor) books, aatomosUes, csed snaaAia-irand furniture, extlelse el c nines el uy sen, aad misie&i fat
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I,ftllff
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boxes,
(III

Ank your lhnmiH& for
e llummd If run

SMlef)
A

MA

a

ami
with

ha

uom ir.ftaiiic
BUie Rlbuott.
It tr m.f

ki.u

eJ yei. known bs Best, Safest, Always Reliable
ID bY DRUGGISTS EVEfflOEJ

tnuueata.

Aa die tisjsirisd ada. fere read hy all
hiyexa, ef an
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t Once!

Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives and friends. They will be glad to assist
.
.
.
.
.
yovi, and invite you to look at their goods.
THE BROWNE THEATRE
MURPHEY'S DRUG STORE What Makes a Better
FRIDAY

Christmas Present

HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS

The Normal Glee Club and Orchestra
PARISIAN- TVORY, CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED

Admission 10 and 20c

SHOPPING

BAGS, INITIAL

LATES, HUYLEIVS

BETTER HURRY
a.nd get your clothes clea.ned before

CHINA, GIFT

BOX PAPER, CORRESPONDENCE

CANDIES, FRENCH PERFUMES,

BOOKS,

CARDS,

MESH

LIGGETT'S

BAGS,

than a couple of magazines or one of tie leading dally papers?
Leave your order at once at BAER'S CURIO STORE, 521
Sixtb
street. Call for an, "American Subscription Catalogue" to get
best clubbing rates. Close attention given your orders. Magazines and papers delivered promptly at your door.

CHOCO-

BRASS GOODS.

OUR CANDIES

Let MURPHEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS

MAKE THE BEST OF GIFTS

CHRISTMAS

Everything strictly first class and all candies fresh and
wholesome

THE PARISIAN DRY CLEANERS
523 Sixth St
Phone Main 35

TRY US THIS YEAR.

'

li Takes the
Ring to Keep
the Girl
Purchase a

ting worthy

of

It will be if it

the occasion.
comes from us.

Emenaker
The Jeweler

A Very Appropriate

Christmas Present

A black or brown felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A pair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with fur or plain top
IF.YOU WISH SHOES WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK

Hedgcock

614

Dougla.s Ave.

Simpkins Bros. Candy Co.

W hy Not Let Us
Make You a
Christmas Present?

CANDY';. SPECIAL
PURE HOME MADE CANDY
15 CENTS PER FOUND AND UP

Special prices to Churches, Schools and other

large buyers

Pay us $7.50-- if you want the paper
by carrier. Pay us $6.50if you want
the paper by mail. And we will give
you The Daily Optic and your choice of
the following magazines for one year:
The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

Potter Candy Co.
DON'T FORGET
That When in Need of

PURE WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
You can obtain same by calling up Greenclay s Family LiLiquor House in
quor Store' Main 212, the most
te

the state

McClures
The Place of the Artist

ohe
Variety Shop
Classy Picture Framing
For Classy People

...

703

-

Dowglas Ave.

Buy a'Perfect

Protection Life
Insurance Policy
For your
Family's Xmas Present
From

II. S. VAN PETTEN
General State Agent

1--

3

Mexican Art Jewelry

OFF

Simmons Gold Filled Neck
Chains, Lockets, Bracelets
and Ladies' Long Watch
Chains and Solid Gold Rings

Optic Publishing Company

W. F. Doll

ever displayed

La

this city

JOSEPH KILLBHAND
Merchant Tailor

619 Douglas

We

have the most original line in the West

The Jeweler

We Have a Complete Line
OF

Second shipment of fall and
winter suits. Classiest line

including filigree and other souvenir goods make excellent
Christmas gifts

Ssxbino Lvijan
-

cm.'

509 6th. St.

Just Received

:

Holiday Goods
For yoar Selection.

Come early and

avoid the rush

Centred
Drug Co.
GOODALL. Manager
K. D.

VvTHLY

NOT

Y M.

M
i

A

"1ZVms"?

C. A.

YOUR BOY 9"
FOR
AS
CHRI9TMA9 PRESENT
A

Can You Thick of a Better Present?
We've 70 New Bat Can Take Care of More

BHAPERY .AND

Bridge Street

FILL

EVEISEESSFDO
Made at

Use

mmm

Shumate' Studio
are excellent Xmas Gifts.
fhone Mala 221
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MONDAY,

DECEMBER

was

LOCAL NEWS

Turkeys, Geese, Ducks, Chickens,
Sealshipt Oysters, New York
Counts and Selects, Red Emperor
Grapes, Imported Malaga Graprs,
Strawberries, Grape Fruit, Pineapples, Oranges, Bananas, Apples,
Cranberries, Cocoanuts, Lemons,
Fresh Tomatoes, Head Lettuce,
Celery, Candy, Nuts, Dates, Figs,

Light
o'clock

automobile lamps at
this evening.

DEUUUUK

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
big dance for all at F. B. hall
Thursday, December 25. Adv.
A

HERE ARE A FEW OF

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

dow.

Adv.

Gross Kelly and Company are over
hauling their planing mill and making
extensive improvements. The plant,
when the work is completed, will be
In
the best establishment
the state.

The sweetest and purest candy In
the city at Murphey's Drug Store. In
handsome, ribbon tied embossed boxes
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.

DAVAJ0 OL AHETS
AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
v
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays;

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

?

f

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE

f

(ilium.

15"

j!yW5

Yt ninjli"'y!SB
iii.ui..

tj

Jin

i

the better the bread the
stronger the'staif . To obtain the best thread you
must use the best flour
and that is undoubtedly
Ask
Our Pride brand.
it
tried
one
who
has
any
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.
PHONE

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

151

He Home of tlia Best of Everything Eatable

The Finishing Touch for Your Christmas

Dinner

Chase & SLibo-n'sSeocl BroJnd Coffee
u

Supreme

Satisfaction Not Complete
Without It

THE GRAAF &' DAYWABD

GO.

STORE

cards, they will receive Jl.SOO...... If

enjoying

a luxurious Morris

chair, every young girl wants an
attractive dressing table like the
illustration, all the family will value
a handsome table or library lamp.
TV n1joA Mnth or mnct enwe Yipr a

.

'

ffthirtf

Taichert's
Clothing Store

-

Special

(IRS. WOODS EXPLAINS

The sacred concert that was to
have been given last night at the
CRADTREE CHARGES
First Methodist church was postponed
on account of the enow storm and
will be given next Sunday evening.
PROPRIETOR OF LA PENSION HO
TEL TELLS WHY HER BILL
Tomorrow night at the O. R. C. hall
AMOUNTED TO $15
there will be a meeting of all the
members of the Heralds of Liberty,
Mrs. M. J. Woods, proprietor of La
for the purpose of Installing a local Pension hotel, bas sent the following
lodge. All members are requested to communication to The Optic, explaint
be present.
ing the charges made by her for accommodations rendered the unfortu
'
Writing paper. Can you Imagine nate Crabtree family: j a more 'acceptable gift than a great
room oc
"The
big beautiful box of writing paper? cupied by Mrs. Crabtree Is ruined an i
and must be replaced, not to 'mention the
Murphey has the most stylish
other extra damage and expense to
best quality In the city. Adv
my property during the short time
Stephen Powers of the Agua Pura that these two violently insane people
company this morning announced that were in my hotel.
the first cutting of ice at the Agua
"I also wish to state that when put
Pura company's dams w6uld start not ting in my bill against Mr. and Mrs.,
later than next Monday. The ice is Crabtree and their two children, I
now about 10 inches In thickness.
made myself responsible to the rela
tives of these irresponsible people,
Be sure and visit Murphey's Drug whom I am sure will adjust the matStore during the gift buying season. ter with me if necessary.
"Could I be more just? These peo
Adv
ple were thrust upon me, and I am
Skating will be permitted on all the not equipped for an insane nor a
lakes of the Agua Pura company ex- foundling asylum, neither am I run
ning a charitable institution. The
cept No. 3, as we wish to use the
crop of Ice on this lake for the Crabtrees have money and property
Las Vegas retail ice trade. S. Powers, in Tennessee. Mr. Crabtree Is a mor
phine fiend' and not only he but his
Superintendent.
poor wife and children are to be
Cattle and sheep in San Miguel coun- pitied. But why the good citizens of
ty and northern New Mexico are suf- Las Vegas should squabble with one
fering to some extent on account lit another over this unfortunate affair
the continued cold and prevalence of because Albuquerque and other towns
snow. It is stated, however, that the do not understand the circumstances,
animals were in good condition when is past understanding."
winter began and can be expected to
withstand the cold successfully.
-

carpet-covering'th-

e

Bec-on- d

SANTA

FE MAINTAINS

REGULAR SCHEDULE

Cabinet, may, if you wish, be bought
on easy terms. Come in and we will
explain the special selling plan.

j. c;

Son

&

THAT ROAD

IS TAKING GREAT
PRECAUTIONS
AGAINST
SNOW BLOCKADES

A rumor spread about Las Vegas
this morning concerning a wreck on
theAISanta Fe lines at Raton last
night; " Local railway officials denied
this report, and stated that a collis
ion between a freight engine and a
box car, with little damage,' was the
origin of the story.
All trains ' of the Santa Fe have
been running on time during the past
few days, regardless of the snow and
the unusually heavy traffic. The
'
local officials Bay that there Is no
snow east of Wagon Mound and that
special precaution M being taken to
keep the lines from being blocked.
The Santa Fe doubtless will experience little trouble frith snow from
now on, as arrangements are that
any time hundreds of men and snow
plows can be brought into immediate
use at the first sign of a block. The
big storm about three weeks ago came
on unexpectedly, causing the blocking
of the tracks before a start cduld be
obtained.

L n

G OA

now

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Jefferson Raynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HalH Reynolds, Cashier; .;
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Wages of seafaring men who ship
on the shores of the marine provinces
of Canada are now nearly double what
they were ten years ago.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus andUndivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department of Ba.nk.ng1 we

are prepared

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Lady's gold ' watch and fob,
between 1010 and 1020 Douglas avenue. Reward. Return, to Optic.

to give

the best

of service

LOST

J. D. Hand of Los Alamos, who was
a business visitor in Las Vegas toTO VEGAS TO PLAV
day, this afternoon stated that no
WANTED
sheep were lost in his neighborhood
January
as a result of the recent enow storm. TENPIN GAME WILL BE PLAYED
law.
Mr. Hand reports that a heavy loss
DECEMBER 28 ON LOCAL
of sheep has been experienced near
ELKS' ALLEYS
Raton.
Arrangements were completed toBeginning today all clerks of the day between the Raton Elks and the
C. D, Boucher grocery will wear white members of the local Elks
bowling
coats during business hours. This team
whereby the Gate City bowlers
makes the store among the most pro will come to this
city on December)
gressive in the city and assists in the 2S to play against, the local five. On
modern methods of sanitation. The
January 4 the local Elks team will go
store has been attractively decorated to Raton and
play the return match.
for the Christmas season and many
The game for December 28 is causnew things added to the regular line
ing considerable interest among the
of goods.
local followers of the bowling sport
The local team will pick the best five
Manager Howard Simpkins of the bowlers"in tfie club to represent' Las'
Mutual theater on Bridge street, has
Vegas, while 'Raton will line" up a simarranged for an excellent program this ilar bunch.
evening. "The Ghost," an Irish drama,
In the telephone games that have
filled with plenty of fun and depict been
played between these two teams
ing the adventures of Tim, who, after the standing is even, each time havselling his pig at the market, gets ing won one game. Due to the fact
tipsy and starts home, seeing ghosts that a game of this kind does not infrequently, is the principal offering. stil the interest it would were the
l
This s a
feature picture. teams playing directly against each
"Across the Alley," a high class comic,
other, the plan of bringing the Raton
is the other offering, which is sure to
bring a laugh. An orchestra will fur
nish music. Early in January the Mu
tual will show "Sappho", a
r
feature.
.
V

interest Paid on Tims Deposits

150 eggs for hatching on
0.
See William Shilling- -

.

JUST TO SHOW

AT

German Honey
Cake
Fruit Cake
Annis Cakes

?

AS WELL AS THE

EAT AT

BISMARK

For That Satisfied Feeling

s

P. S.

men sometimes send their wives to the
country as an excuse to eat
M

Married

hre.
OPEN ALL NIGHT

Lettuce

Oranges
Grape Fruit

BEST

East Las Vegas,
RECEIVED from

E

WE CAN BUY

Nll,

Dec. 18, 1913,

C. Murphey $55.10 for ex,

press charges on 580 pounds of Li'ggets Choco

hies from Boston, Mass,
V

"

'

'

v

"
:

J

Turkeys
Fresh Tomatoes

six-re-

YOU THAT

Our Candies Are !?R.ESH

BOUCHER'

Fischer joined Comstock at Denver.
Roy Volk, another walker who left
Toledo with. Comstock, is plodding
along behind. Comstock expects to
wait for him to catch up, if he is not
THE POPULARITY CONTEST
fTHEY ARE MAKING THEIR WAY too slow about
doing bo. The men
vote in Potter's popularity
The
ON FOOT FROM TOLEDO TO
spent the entire day here. They will
LOS ANGELES
contest up to date is as fol
voting
tomorrow
leave for Albuquerque
lows:
675
Nellie Wells
After plodding through the snow morning.
495
for 17 hours, Roy ComstocK and Earl
Mary Hays
For New York harbor and imme- Alice Regensberg
495
Fischer walked into Las Vegas last
na- Ethel Mahon
to
are
268
aids
alone
men
diate
455
The
o'clock.
10:30
at
approaches
night
- 370
walking from Toledo, O., to Los. An- vigation are required, including 46 Llela Brown
290
geles, Cal., for the purpose of boost- shore lights, two light vessels and 36 Chella Van Petten...
245
ing the former city. If they reach lighted buoys; there are 192 buoys Lucy Clements
170
their destination In 110 days, making of all classes and 37 for signals, in- Bertie Leonard
Kalherine Seelinger.
24g
their way solely by selling postal cluding sounding buoys.

TRIP TliROl'OIl SNOV

PRESBYTERIAN
OF
MEMBERS
SUNDAY SCHOOL CELEBRATE
CHRISTMAS SEASON

, In
spite of stormy weather the
Christmas exercises given by the
Neckwear, white Shirts, Collar
Presbyterian Sunday school yesterday
Bags, Leather Hand Bags, Bath
afternoon were well attended. The
Robes,. Pajamas and
recitations by the little people were
Night
Robes.
delightful.
I I Mrtfii'r
th??r will RflVf her
The ta'usic was of an unusually
millions of steps, hours of time and
high order and, under the able lead'
IT WILL PAY ' YOU TO LOOK
of Mrs. J. H. Stearns, was
ership
make cooking easy forever more.
OVER OUR LINE OF HOLwell rendered. Mrs. Normaa Skinner
IDAY GOODS
at the piano was assisted by Mrs.
All on exhibition in our showrooms,
Charles O'Malley on the violin and
which we invite Holiday shoppers
Mr. O. C. Zingg on the cornet The
to visit
as
celebrated "Silent Night"
sung
was
class,
Comstock's
Mrs.
worthy
by
Choose what you want and we
of special mention; also We Three
Men of Orient Are" by Mr. Shillingwill keep it until Christmas
law's class of boys, and Luther's
Eve. Then our wagon will
Correct Garments fop Men
hymn, "Away in a Manger," by the
iwwm
'itililMUl illNUMM
infant class. The program was inter
play Santa Claus
spersed with stereopticon pictures of
for you.
Initial letter paper and Initial cor the nativity and boyhood of Christ.
The beautiful pictures with the im
respondence cards at Murphey's Drug
pressive remarks of Rev. Norman
Store. Adv.
Skinner, made a Christmas sermon
The Hoosier Kitchen long to be remembered.

two-ree-

WALKEDS' HAVE CHILLY they fail they will receive nothing.

Make your gift worth
while by selecting, it from M
our stock of fine furniture.
Father will never get through

IN EXCELLENT PROGRAM

THEM

RATON ELKS TO COME

At

PARTICIPATE

.

What Is the farmer saying? Two
passes to Newton basketball game
for best answer. See Stearns win

Fruitcakes

Chrfstmas Gifts for
your Husband, Sweetheart or
Gentleman Friend can be. found
at our store at very low prices.
Useful

The Modern Woodmen of America
will meet tonight in the W. 0. W. hall
on Sixth street.

team here was inaugurated. This idea
probably will be worked out with an
Albuquerque team in the near future

CHILDREN

5:35

Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
your Christmas gift problems. Adv

22, 1913.

f

Wells Fargo Co,
ByJ, D, Barnes

Clifton Crawford, whom American
playgoers will long remember as the
amusing comedian of "The Three
Twins," has gone to London to join
George Edwardes' forces for musical
comedy In the hope of repeating JosPlans are under consideration by eph Coyne's good fortunes there.
the Northwestern Coolis association
Union carpenters in Texas propose
for the establishment of a model kit
chen in which the culinary arts will to establish a home for disabled and
'
"
bo taught.
members of their
superannuated

Two chains of restaurants In Chi
cago have been unionized, The agreewort-da- y
ment provides for a ten-hoand one day of rest in seven for
;rv Pi ;
all employes.

union.

women ar employed as
A minimum wage for agricultural
railway brakemen and ten as baglaborers is a possibility in England.
gagemen in the United States.
Twenty-on- e

